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Conservative Party
Leader Wins British
rime Minister Post

Postal Reform Approved By
House 359 to 24 Thursday

Lion as well as permitting the
union shop.
Sens. Paul J. Fannin, R-Ariz.,
and Strom Thurmond, It-S.C.,
have indicated they would filibuster the bill if it contains allowance for the union shop. An
attempt is sure to be made on
the Senate floor to attach a
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
Britain's next prime minis"right to work" amendment.
LONDON (1.11)
1)— Conserva- ter.
The House action came after
tive party leader Edward Heath
Big Political Upset
three days of bitter debate and
today won absolute majority in
It was the biggest political
voting on nearly 40 amendthe new House of Commons, upset in Britain since Clement
ments.
thus unseating Prime Minister Atiee upset Winston S. ChurchPostmaster General Winston
Harold Wilson in Britain's most ill shortly after World war n.
M. Blound gave reluctant backstunning election upset since
Wilson arrived at his No. 10
ing to the measure. "While it
the downfall of the Churchill Downing Street residence early
a perfect bill, it is a good
is
government at the end of World today after a four-hour drive
bill," he said. "We hope the
War 11.
trim
his
constituency
at
Senate acts quickly."
Wilson conceded earlier that Huyton, near Liverpool. He
The House bill would convert
Heath apparently had won. looked pale, and weary and
the post office into an independspoke slowly and without his
ent government agency called
usual bounce.
the U.S. Postal Service. It would
He said when Heath takes
be operated by an 11-member
over, "He will have the
commission including the poet
strongest economic position any
master general, who would lose
HOLLYWOOD BOUND — The Family Portrait, a local singing group, will leave in Jiffy for
prime minister could wish for."
his cabinet status.
We wish that some of this rain
The economy was one of the
A separate rate board with Hollywood where they will record for Capitol Records. The group is composed of (clockwise from
could be saved back for July
biggest points Heath made in
the commission could set postal from piano) Mike Jones, Judy Jones Outland and George Coryell, all of Murray and Eddie Corand August
rates, subject to a veto within yell of Paducah.
the campaign. The white-haired
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
90 days by a majority vote of
Conservative leader said BriA tiny Squirrel, this yew's crop,
either house or Congress.
tain's economic position was
scampering serves the chiveway.
The bill includes an 8 per
poor and he hammered again
We came to a halt to let him
cent pay rise, retroactive to
and again on high prices and
by. He jumps up on the Scaly
April 18, for the nearly 700,000
low exports.
Bark and disappears. He pro- by United Press Inter isthmoid postal workers at a cost of
Commitments the Same
bably scooted up several feet
Hail, high winds and heavy $606.6 million. The workers alThe First Daitrict Summer,
A Conservative administraand was viewing us from on rains tore across the Northeast so could reach their top pay
of
Workshop of the Federation
tion was not expected to change
high.
Thursday night. Two persons wales in eight years instead of
Britain's stance in world affairs
Harold Wilson
The Family Portrait, a rela- South Central Bell Telephone Women's Clubs was held
were killed when a violent the present 21, and the measure
Thurnime June 1
radically, Both the ConservaGranddaughter wears us out jut thunderstorm hit the Rome-Uti- also provides postal unions, for tively unknown new singing Company here, is married to the Manion an
Public
polls
opinion
had
predictwere
group from West Kentucky, will former Thrums Smithson of with Mrs. George Winn,
welching her. Constandy on the ca area of New York state.
ed a Wilson victory for weeks, tives and Laborites
the first time, with collective
Califor- Mayfield- and they live at 807 district governor, presiding.
committed for instance to
move, jumping, running, crawlA 13-year-old boy was killed bargaining rights and compulso- leave for Hollywood,
As
of
1:55
p.m.
(8:55
a.m.
Nineteen clubs from dm
nia, in July to make prepa:w North leth Street He has been
ing, climbing, busy as a bee.
and five persons were injured ry
EDT) the Conservatives had supporting the U.S. role in
recording pursuing a musical career for District were represented. Bill
a
launching
for
eons
when a tornado destroyed five The House rejected on a
won a total of 316 seats, which Southeast Asia.
on
Louisville
spoke
of
Crecy
career with Capitol Records
over 13 years and is 23 years
Greet Britain returned to con- farms at Myerztown, Pa.
gave
them a majority in the "I would like the country to
Cooderance"
voice vote an amendment by
"Kantudry
Youth
The group, brother and sis- old. He also graduated from
servatism in the elections.
The weather bureau said the Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez, D-Tex.,
House of Commons, regard my first six years in
630-seat
luncheon.
lot/owing
the
People do get fed up with things storm which blew hurricane- to return the penny post card, ter, Mike Jones and Judy Jones University School and attended
Labor
had
278 seats, the once
Those attending from the Haand the ballot remains as our force winds through Rome-Uti- which now requires a five cent Outland of Murray and brothers Murray State University for two zel Woman's Club were Mrs. powerful Liberals 4 and others
of
Coryell
Eddie
and
George
Jones previously played
strongest weapon.
ca, was associated with a squall stamp.
Paducah, has been together tag Organ with the Barons, a rock Hughes Bennett, president, Mn. 3.
line which moved ahead of a
All that remained now was
Charles Knott, corturpoodang
a year.
group. and he is is a guitarist
An Intelligent people can elect cold front in New York and
secretary, and Mn. Haired Wilk- lbc Wilson to hand his beaten
The Portrait, which has a un- with the Portrait
whom they choose.
Pennsylvania.
Labor government's resignation
inson, treasurer.
ique sound, was brought to the
George Coryell. who
Some thunderstorms occurred
The canunteees of die Mina to Queen Elizabeth and for her
attention of Capitol Records by Says guitar, is a Ifee
.Thers ono point in Mew of today in the Central Groat
Club are meeting this
name Heath as prime minisTony Buttes, a member of the of MSU, and has been-ea
acme degree of Wareation. So Plains, with almost 144 lulus
wesid-famous Lettermen trio. pleeee of WNBS for.141...3ernal planning their work ilse the ter.
that one can unmask the charla- of rain at Imperial, Neb. Hill
coming club yew.
-Wilson said a revolt by
tan end not be taken In by wild City, Kan., had more than an
Miss Estelle Houston wee Butola will be the producer for He to married to the former
housewives
angered at rising
publish
also
will
and
group
the
who
Paducah
of
Carolyn Albert
Preehisea
inch early today and two inches claimed by death this morning
prices may have helped to
Alpha-Omega Is also a 1969 graduate of MSU.
of rain fell in parts of South- at 6:30 at the Convalescent Div- its songs through
Meat him.
We were not surprised by Sen- western Nebraska and North- ision of the Murray-Calloway Productions.
They live at 1610 W. Olive ea
"It is now likely the
Judy Outland, the only female Murray and Mrs. Coryell is a
ator's Cooper's decision not to western Kansas.
County Hospital, where she had
member of the group, is marri- registered nurse on the staff of
Conservatives will have an
44
for
years.
been
a
patient
Hail
Hits
Kansas
(Continued on Page Ten)
absolute majority," Wilson told
She was 71 years of age and ed to Kenneth Outland and they Murray-Calloway County HosTen inches of hail covered
a television interviewer, Asked
her
death followed an extended live on Route One, Murray. Her pital
the ground 10 miles south of
The
Sigma
Kindergarten
has
if he had given up hope, he
Eddie Coryell plays bass will
illness. She was born March ti, parents are Mr. and Mrs. James
Oberlin, Kan., early today.
Edward Huth
803 North the group and has just complet- more openings for the after- said, "The figures speak for
The storm that hit the Rome- 1899, and her parents were the Douglas Jones of
noon
session
which
meets
from
office for two things," Wilson
from
graduated
She
Street.
18th
Paducah
thildiselves."
ed his junior year at
Utica area with 85-mile-an-hour late Joseph Elmer Houston and
12:30 to three p.m. Monday
said. "Our economic streogb
University School in 1969 and Tit/him High School. He plans
winds killed a 65-year-old man Ina May Thornton Houton.
through Friday. The program With results In from more and the way we used that
eight
over
singing
for
been
has
Miss Houston was a member
to enter professional school next will continue through the week than two-thirds of the nation's strenteh in a compassionate
and a 33-year-old woman. The
630 parliamentary districts,. way."
man was found on a barbed of the First Baptist Church and years.
year. Ha is 17 years old and he of August 3.
of
employee
Mike Jones, an
and his brother, George, are Parents whose ehildren have Heath was hailed by press, Labor has governed since
wire fence that was electrified of the Einelian Sunday Schad
evision and most politicians 1964.
the sons of Mr. and Mrs. Morri- no previous kindergarten trainby a fallen power line. The wo- Class of the church.
son Coryell of 409 S. 4th Strut, ing or who have had training
man was killed when a large Survivors include one brother,
The first step after Wilson's
John's Day Observance will tree fell on her car in Newport, Joseph W. Houston of Stauton,
Paducah.
may enroll for the afternoon
resignation would be for the
11
group
be held at the St. John's Baptist N.Y.
The manager of the
Va., several aunts, and one
session. If interested call Shirqueen to summon Heath to
Church on Sunday, June 21, at
Lewis Warford of Routs 3, K. ley
New York State Police report- uncle.
Roberts 753-5431.
Buckingham Palace and invite
three p.m. with Rev. C. E. Tim- ed a large number of motorists The Max H. Churchill Funervii, and their road manager is The kindergarten is sponsorhim to form a new government
berlake as the speaker.
Steve Britton, -son of Mr. and ed by the Sigma Department of
were stranded in their cars and al Home is in charge of the arShe would do so on the
The speaker will be intro- many homes had flooded cellars rangements and friends may
Mrs. WW.ism Britton of 301 S. the Murray Woman's Club
"advice" from
Wilson as
duced by William Hornbuckle. in other parts of the state.
all there after 12 noon on SatMurray.
Foy E. Wallace, Jr., preacher, 3rd,
The offices of the Murray outgoing prime minister.
Special music will be by the
A tornado ripped through urday.
lecturer and writer, will speak The group has made few pubMental Health Center will be
Until the last minute, all
church choir and Jiles Jackson eiyerstown, Pa., Thursday, killat the New Concord Church '1k appearances in order to
moved to 702 West Main Street Britain's opinion polls had
who will sing a solo.
ing Joseph Tice, 3, and injuring
of Christ cm June 20 and 21. He spend more of their time writon Monday, June 22.
(Continued on Page Ten)
The Scripture reading will be five other persons. Five farms
will speak at 7:45 eact evening ing and recording their own
TWO CITED
Regular office hours will be
making
by Arthur Rowlett folloived by were destroyed. Police said the
begin
will
They
seags.
and at 1050 a. m. Sunday. His
maintained on Tuesday, June,23,
prayer by Charlie Honabuckle. boy died of head injuries when Two persons were cited by subject of discussion will be oppearances, following their
from 8:30 am. to five p.m. The
in
Capitol,
L Arnold will tell why the a beam fell on him.
on
recordings
first
he Murray Police Department the various forms of liberelisir
phone number of the clinic is
church celebrates St. John's
New Building Collapses
on Thursday. They were for no which face the church in our September with o nationwide
7134=2.
Day. Visitors will be introduc- In Hurlock, Md., a brand new operator's license and unneces- present day.
(Continued en Page Ten)
A formal announcement will
ed by L P. Miller.
steel building collapsed in high sary noise.
Mr. Wallace has been preach,
be made at a later date.
Employees of the Murray Div
The public is invited to at- winds, and the roof was blown
Pig for about half a century
ision of the Tappan Company
tend and visitors are expected off an elementary school on
During this time he has engagNOW YOU KNOW
started their annual vacation tofrom Paris. Tenn., Mayfield, Hooper's Island os the Lower
ed in various religious debates,
day, June 19, and will return to
Cadiz, 101 Fulton.
Chesapeake Bay.
preached and lectured in many
international
work on Monday, July 6. They
of the states of the United
In Wilmington, Del., large by United Press
The first Negro US. senator States. He has also been acwere given the day off today
areas of the city were without
was Hiram R. Revels, elected tive as an author, having pub- leas Qayie Rogers and Miss
due to the fourth of July holiCelia
Ilinunoas ar.e spending the
(Continued en Page Ten)
from Mississippi in 1870.
day coming during the vacation
lished nine books with the tenth summer
as mission workers with
One-hundred fifty Civitans period.
almost off the press. He is sell the Long-Run Baptist Associamet in Lake Barkley Lodge BanUnited Promo lationistIons1
Maintenance crews and other
qualified to meak of the sub- tion
in Louisville.
quet Hall for the Fifth Inter- workers sill be working at the
ject selected, a spokesman said
The Murray girls attended an
Club
meeting
last
Tuesday.
The
plant during the two weeks the
The general public is imaed
West Kentucky: Fair to partorientation session along with
clubs meeting were from Mur- plant is closed down.
to attend these services.
ly cloudy and not so warm toother summer mission works on
ray and Cadiz. Dinner music was
Part of the workers at theday, tonight and Saturday with
June 12 at the Kentucky Bapprovided by Ernie Williams of Standard Textiles Plant ,will bechance of thundershowers. High
tist Building in Middletown.
Murray.
gin their two weeks vacation
taday mid 80s to low 901. Lows
Ray Thomas, Governor, Ken- period today. The shirt
Miss logerscis the daughter
line will
70s.
low
to
601
upper
tonight
of Mr. and Kra James Rogers
telly District of Civitans, in- be working through next week
High Saturday upper 80s to low
and Miss Simmons is the daughstalled the new officers for 1970- and then the whole plant will
905.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Sim71. New officers for the Murray be off until Monday, July
A two ton central air condit6.
William D. Engle
mons.
^
Club are:
trailer
Officials at the Sager Glove
ioner
was
stolen
from
a
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
William 1). Engle, of Murray, President, Ed Hendon; presiat the Bonanza Mobile tionies,
was among the 720 members of dent-elect, Starkie Colson; vice Company said their vacation
Extended weather outlook for
FIREMEN CALLED
North 12th Street, according to
the graduating class to partici- president, Nick Horton; trees period will be from July 3 to
Kentucky Sunday through Tuesthe report made to the Murray
te in Dartmouth College's urer, Ralph Bogard; secretary, July 13.
day:
Police Department on There
The Murray Fire Department 200th commencement exercises, John Emerson;
A chance of thundershowers
Serg. at arms,
day at 4:55 p.m
seswered a call Thursday at Sunday, June 14.
occurring mostly in the afterCliff Miller; board of directors,
of
Clyde
home
the
Glen
11:20
a.m.
to
Bumper
slow
said
the
air
a
Kr.
and
Engle, the son of
noons and evenings with
Aubrey Willoughby, Coffield
conditoner was stolen between Burton at 306 North 6th Street. Mrs. Paul M. Engle of Route 7,
cooling trend through Tuesday.
Vance, Hoyt Roberts; chaplain,
the
atfive
in
two p.m. Wednesday and
Smoke was reported
Murray, received the Bachelor Hollis Miller.
Highs in the mid 70s to the
p.m. Thursday. The value of tic. The duplex had burned the of Arts degree from Dr. John
mid 110, and lows in the 30s to
Incoming president for Cadiz
the unit is about $300.00, ac- Previous night causing serious G. Kemeny, recently inauguratlow 60s.
Tbe Physical Education DeCivitans is William Lawrence.
burns to Burton who is now a ed as the 13th President of Dartcording to the police report
The Mayor of Cadiz, Ken- partmeint of Murray State UniHospital,
Vanderbilt
patient
at
STAGES
LAKE
Bradley
Albert
KENTUCKY
mouth and the
tucky, W. J. Hopson, welcomed versity will sponsor an adul
Nashville, Tenn.
Third Century Professor.
Kentucky Lake elevations as
NEWCOMERS BRIDGE
the group to Lake Barkley physical fitness program du.
Engle, a 1988 graduate of Sol- Lodge. The Toast Master for the log the stunmer months.
measured by Ten nessee Valley
The Newcomers Bridge sill
vay High School, majored in occas
Authority at 7 a.m. this morn- The Murray School of Practical Nursing started its third
meet Wednesday, June 24 at
TURNER REUNION
Classed will be held cm Monwas Wilburn Wilson,
class
psychology at Dartmouth He Mans
7:30 p.m. at the Holiday Ina If
ing with predictions to midnight In May with nineteen students representing four
_sif Radio WKDZ, Cadiz, day, Tuesday, and Thursday evcounties of
at
tonight.
The Turner Family reunion was active in the Dartmouth Kent
enings from seven to eight p.
y.
Western Kentucky. The students, shown above, will receive 12 persons did not attend
Kentucky MW 358.9, fall 0.4.
month and wish to play this will be held Sunday, June 21, at Outing Club, the Dertfeuth
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Parker and m. under the direction of Dr.
months
of
training
classroom,
in
laboratory
and
clinical
practice
01.
fall
call
belonged
Kentucky TW 305.7,
the Murray City Park. A basket Christian Union, and
month, they are asked to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Albritten Jack Baker, starting Monday,
Scott Fitzhugh 358.7, fall 0.3 at the Murray Calloway County Hospital and the Kentucky Mary Jo Bartholomy 753-7683 lunch will be served All !amity to the Alpha Chi Rho scholastic of Murray prOvided a program June 22, in Room 104 of the
Sunset today, 8:08, sunrise State Hospilal at Hopkinsville. Mn. .1w/co Morrison, R.N., and by Monday, June 22. Members members and guests are invited fraternity.
( country music after the in Carr Health Building. No fee
of
Engle graduated ruin laude.
rote change in meeting pia P to attend.
Saturday, 5.31.
Mrs. Barbara Raymond. R.N.. are instructors ler the course.
will be clamed.
of officers.
By GENE BERNHARDT
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
House has passed a bill to overThe mono of the Commonweal- haul the post office for the
th of Kentucky is "United We first time in its 187 year history. But two senators have hintStood, Divided We
ed they may filibuster the SenTelevision represents one of the ate's bill because it would permoat adroit methods of prepa-, mit the union shop.
piaria today. Some of the prop-, The matter of union memberagenda is good, but in the hande ship threatened to ,Jae. the big
of an unprincipled person or gest point of contention begroup, it could be used to the tween the House and Senate
great detrimeet of our nation versions of postal reform.
The House bill, passed 359 to
At the present time it is being
**Wiley used to upgrade the 24 Thursday night, contains a
Nero and show him as a per- "right to work" amendment
son in his own right, all of that would prohibit compulsory
which we approve. By the same union membership. The Senate
token it could be used to down- bill contains the agreement the
grade most any race, theory, Nixon administration reached
prate:Mel, doctrine, effort or sit- with the postal unions, providing for collective bargaining
rights and compulsory arbitraThis is actdeved mostly through
various productions, playa, skits
and etc.
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High Winds,
Hail, Tear
Across Nation

Hazel Merlon At
Local Singing Group To Launch District
Workshop
Career In Hollywood Next Month

Estelle Houston
Claimed By Death_

Stma Kindergarten
Has More Speaks

John's Day Will
Be Held Sunday
At Local Church

Foy E. Wallace, Jr.
Will Be Speaker At
New Concord Church

Mental Health
Offices Moved

William D. Engle Is
Graduate Of Dartmouth

Two Murray Girls Are
Serving I. Missions

WEATHER REPORT

Plant Vacations Are
Begiming Localk

Civitans Meet
At Lake Bartley

Air Conditioner Is
Stolen From Trailer

Physical Fitness Prelim'
For Adds To Stit
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'trimming was a good idea but he daagreed.) I didn't say anything more about swimming just then because I want dad to be

"The Outstanding Civic Angst se a Cesespentity is the
lategrity at its Nuneepse
FRIDAY — JUNE 19. 1970
William Smart—original father of Father's Day.
By JERRY KLEIN

Restraint, or Controls?

Written Especially for Central Press rtiul This Newspaper
SUNDAY. June 21, will be Father's Day, and here Is the

original father for whom our annual Father's Day holiday was
begun!
His name was William Rnart. And the traditional observance was started in his memory just before World War I in
Spokane, Wash.
The guiding force behind the holiday' honoring fathers was
-Smart's daughter,--ifrit—John--B. -Dodd of Spokena
reverence for her father, she started the practice of having
a special day set aside in his remembrance.
Then with the help of local ministers and the YMCA, Mrs.
Dodd was able to organize a nationwide Father's Day to
honor all dads. Spokane was first to establish the special day,
but it spread not just throughout the United States, but to
other countries, too.
Smart lived to see President Woodrow Wilson authorize a
Father's Day insignia in 1916. However, he died before another
president. Calvin Coolidge, first recommended a national observance of the day. That was in 1924.

20 Years Ago Today
41iDGEE A TIMES FILE
are the first
Miss Helen Colburn and Miss Emmajean Walker
College
State
Murray
the
enter
to
County
Calloway
from
girls
two
Division of Nursing Education, according to Ruth Cole, Director
of Nursing Education.
Mrs. F. L. Turner, formerly of Calloway County, died at her

home in Texas today. '
New officers of the Murray Rotary Club are Guy Billington,
Dr. Ralph Woods, Ray Brownfteld, Van Barnett, and Verne Kyle,
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington of 509 North 7th Street, Murray,
are the parents of a girl born at the Murray Hospital.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

SENSING THE NEWS

Robert Young was elected permanent chairman of the Calloway
County Democratic Committee. Mrs. Eivon Burt was elected
secretary.
Births reported include a girl born June 3 to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Russell and a boy born to Mr. and Mrs. Rob McCallon.
The offices in the Calloway County court house will close each
Thursday afternoon.

U. S. SENATE

Name and Address
Marlow W. Cook
Room
'Room 437

Party, Term
Telephone No.
Ends
City
(Area Code 202)
R'publican 1975
225-4343
L'ville

Old Senate Office Bldg.
Washington. D. C. 20510
Committee Assignments:
Agriculture. Judiciary
225-2542
John Sherman Cooper
Room 125
Old Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20510
Committee Assignments: Foreign

R'publican
Somerset

1973

Relations. Public
Works, Rules and Administration. Standards and Con
duct. Joint Library
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
District
Telephone No. Party, Served

(Area Code 242) City Since
Name and Address
Dist '1 1959
225 3115
Frank A. Stubblefield
D'mocrat
Room 2422
Murray
Rayburn House Office Bldg
Washington. D C 20515
Committee Assignments Agriculture Merchant Marine,
Fisheries

He didn't amount to Much
I suppose, as they say.

By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States. Industrial Council

An American Bar Association public service feature by Will Bernard.

Mid stayed out of others way.

rij) 1970 American Bar Association

Waved iverytime I passed

t H. Finch
In relieving
of his Cabinet - evel post as
tment of
Secretary of the
Health, Education antt Welfare,
long
Preskient Nixon has tak

trol of his department. Employes
of HEW took part in protests
and issued demands to their toss.
They were rude and abusive because he did not accept their dictation. Mr. Finch suffered humi-

Al
League
notmced tocL
er Bowie Ku

A total ol
million
ba
counted thrc
in the first
The game
the 41st m
between the
will be pl
CIncinnati's
Stadium.
Freehan r
the 491,548
and minor
thousands

outlets throu
lead all the

Cardina
Signing
Players

ST. LOU1
Louis cartel
they have
high school
the recent f
have assigu
Sarasota far
Coast Leagu
The nine
der Ron K
Tex., outftel
.Cocoa, Fla.,
Arnold McBi
Ill., first ba)
Bryan, Tex.,
Ricky Shepai
first basem
Clarence,
pitcher Fret
which,_
pitcher Ron
mite Ky., a
' Col
Boigdetr,

ALMANAC

Barefootin' it down the dusty road.

In 1910 the first observance of
By United Press International
Today is Friday, June 19, the Father's Hay took place in
170th day of 19'70 with 195 to Spokane, Wash,
In 1934 Congress created the
Federal Communication ComThe moon is full.
morning stars are mission to regulate interstate
The
communications, including raMercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus, dio and television.
In 1968 mere than 50,000
Mars and Jupiter.

Sat it the same pew every Sunday,
Be and his wife, grayin' unnoticed.
Died u quietly as he lived,
No fuss, some cryin' and flowers
From neighbors, but no children
Carrying his genes on for tomorrow.
He gave to me through time a trust.
It was the clear will of

I've built a hope for tomorrow and
Now pass it on to you.

Draft age men born on this persons took part in a poor
date are number 104 in the people's march in Washington.
draft lottery.
In 1856 the Republicans A thought for the day:
adjourned their first national American author Elbert Hubin
convention
Philadelphia. bard cab% "If you work for a
John Freemont was nominated man, in heaven's name work
for president.
for him."
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Summer, Summer,
Is very funny,
It Le gay for everyone.

.10C

Water, Water,
Is very cool,
You can play in the swimming pool.
Sun, Sun,
Is very hot,
When your lying on your cot.
by Bonnie Parrish
tIth Grade Faxon School

and Saturday
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The sun, it is a funny thing,
It makes the flowers seem to ring.

1969 Chl

IS

But when we all go out to play,
The sun is so hot we go away.
We go in the house, where it's so cool,
Or go outside and jump in a pool.

liation.
Thus one of the first tasks of
the new Secretary of HEW is to
But when it rains, we think of the sun,
• 16 re authority within the deAnd think of missing all that fun.
ent. Staff members must be
by Sharon Buchanan
made to understand that employ6th Grade Faxon School
ment by the federal government
is a privilege, not a right. A
government department cannot be
r
5um •
.Nor should
presidential action clearly con- run by employe
e political
taxpayers tol
Summer is here,
stitutes a demotion far Mr.Finch, the
ployes.
With it's sky so clear.
He is likely to fade from public agitation by federal
of H
who
sight. Unable to manage the un- Those employes
Some of the children are running,
in the manner o 0.
ruly HEW staff, his advice to the won't act
Some of them are sunning.
President surely won't count for spectable, responsible staff m
mbers should be removed from
They may be in a pool,
much.
As a matter
Trying to keep cool.
In deftly sidetracking the un- government service.
Finch, Mr. Nixon also of fact, a teal housecleaning of
Summer is when the sun is hot,
priority item,
has created an opportunity for the HEW staff is a
And you sweat like I don't know what!
inherited
Mr.
Finch
adepartment
reform of that swollen federal
Sontwboys are playing ball,
departthent. Whether Elliot Rich- packed with liberals antagonistic
But meat of the girls are playing dolls.
ardson, the new nominee for the to the Nixon program.
Beyond that, however, the need
post of Secretary, is the man to
When the Children come out to play,
institute the necessary reforms Is for distgentlthg of costly aid
It seems as that) the sun will say,
hurtful programs. For example,
Is another question. -Mr. Ricla
administration erred seriousSUMMERISME!
ardson doesn't belong to the con- the
servative wing of the Republican ly this past winter when it deby Sherry Norris
clined to go along with the proParty.
Ithrade Faxon School
For many months Mr. Finch poosal of Senator George Murphy
(R-Calif) to place the controverIrritated parents and local school
Legal Services
officials by his attitude towards slal Neighborhood
BUS BUYING
ProgAm under state authority. MANILA (UPI)— Travel and
the public schools. He seemed determined to follow in the path of The NLSP is part of the Office tourist agencies are looking for
Economic Opportunity, itself
his Democratic predecessor at of
travel buses from Italy and
HEW in trying to impose unreas- one of the most ,controversial Japan to replace 10-year-old
vehicles that have been called
onable formulas on school boar- HEW operations.
The kind of turmoil HEW is
ds. It seems reasonable to supp"fit only for junkyards."
ose that Mr. Finch's arrogant experiencing can be seen in the Facilities for travelers are
and unreasonable attitude was a Neighborhood Legal Servir es being improved to meet the.
contributing factor in the recent Program. This program is supp. expected 35 per cent increase in
arrivals here, the
Alabama election in which former osed to aid poor people who can't tourist
Governor George Wallace won a afford lawyers. In actuality, agencies said.
term as governor. With Mr. Fin- NI.SP lawyers engage in harassch out of the way, the Nixon ad- ing suits aimed at local govern- STOCKHOLM (UPI) —
ministration is in a better posi- ment agencies and private busi- Foreign tourists visiting Sweden
tion to strengthen its position ness.
lilt the billion kronor mark last
among the voters. What Mr.Richthe first time,
for
year
ardson does will affect the polispending the Swedish equivalent
ISLAND
HOPPERS
tical situation, of course, Hope.
HONG KONG (UPI)-- About of $200 million, according to the
fully, Mr. Nixon has instructed
VI,tor. Swedish Tourist Association.
Mr. Richardson to pay greater 600,000 passengers cross
Kong The association said actually
Hong
between
Harbor
la
of
the people.
heed to the voice
penuiso. tourists spent even more but it
Kowloon
the
and
Island
In recent weeks, Mr. Finch
‘ras in Swedish money purchseemed to completely lose con- la every day.
ased outside the country.
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The Sun
. FINCH

NEW YORI
Bill Freeha
Tigers and
Powell of th
were the big
the first we
balloting for

brother arrived. Shocked and angered, he filed a damage suit
against Grace, demanding compensation for the mental anguish
she had inflicted upon him.
-.haled him into court, he pointed
However, the court turned out that they had arrived after
drown the brother's claim. -What- t6
- appointa-time. Nevertheless.
ever his moral rights may be, said
he also conceded that the burial
the court, he had no legal right
was not supposed to take place
to be present at the burial.
except in their presence.
Under these circumstances, the
Generally speaking, the final
"say" about a funeral belongs to court ordered the undertaker to
pay damages. The judge said:
the surviving spouse—or, in the
"(He) was guilty of a callous
death of a child, to the surviving
assault upon the sensibilities and
parents. This includes not only
choosing the place of burial, but feelings of the bereaved."

Just plowed tobacco and corn

By Thomas 0. Perkins

Whether he be a sinner or no, I know unt,rone thing I linow, that
whereas I was blind. now I see. —John 9:25.
He who knows one thing certainly is on a safer foundation than
he who has a world of partial or incorrect information.

Ten Years Ago Today

MEMBERS OF CONGRESS

Ilpttaph To A N•Ighbor

Truth, honesty, sincerity, respect, for which

overdue action. Mr. Finch
more mindful of the opinion
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
holdover liberals in his department than he was of the wishes
of an increasingly conservative
Dealla reported aA- Mrs. Bun Outland, age 84, Mrs. Mavis electorate.
While Mr. Finch has been assiKilgore. age 44, and C. C. Locke, age 70.
gned to the White House, the

TO PROPERLY CONTACT YOUR

happy thinking that rm agreeing with him.
Dad went on to say that disagreeing was like a little sore
that was picked at until it got bigger and bigger. All folks would
have to do at the beginning would be to put a little 'wiling
salve on it and it would dry up and go away. ,It's hard to smile,
I thought, when what you was drying up was the swimming
hole, but I didn't say anything because dad's smiling and think.
the 'ore
lug and about to say some more.) Dad said that when
anilof disagreeing got real big it took more than just a little
salve,
ine salve to heal it up. He said it took a lot of smiling
healover a long period to do it then, but even then it could be
he says
when
but
good
too
isn't
swimming
for
Prospects
ed.
things like that I know it isn't hopeless.
Dad said that disagreeing involved you and the other felin
low. "Heaven," he said, would be a wonderful place booms
heaven God would straighten -We— other fellow out. ,
al.Em conI'm little, I want to go swimming, and as far
fellow.
"other"
the
is
dad
cerned,
Bob Little

Amen
Tea

also fixing the time foi-A‘proceedings.
2110r •
Further, it inc des even the
method of hu,jsl. In one case, a
farmer burjrd his infant son in
a crude yidàden box which he had
put lot:ether himself. Indignant
telatives and neighbors had him
rrested on a charge of failing to
provide a decent burial. However,
a court found no basis for thecharge. •
"What would be regarded as
entirely proper by one might be
regarded as altogether unsuitable
by another," said the judge. "No
rule can well be formulated:"
It may be a different story,
hawever, when someone takes on
al affirmative obligation 'to
handle the funeral in a particular
manner. This is the kind of obligation an undertaker owes toward
his customer. Thus:
An undertaker went ahead with
a burial before the family of the
deceased had arrived at the cemetery. When the family later

Within hours after her husband
died. Grace received a long disLance telephone call from his
brother.
Mureen And The Other Psiliew
"Please hold off the funeral
until I get there," he said.
Dad said while it is dry he has time to worry about everyBut Grace made him no prombody's problems. He said right now be's worried about how folks ises. In fact, the funeral was aleveryone
that
he
said
wished
fuss and fight and disagree. He
ready over by the time the
would Smile and be happy and agree over everything. (Now
if
him
when dad says this, -I feel better because I've just asked
that
be would let me go swimming and he said no. I told him

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Yoke items whActiL fin our opinion, are net for the boa
interest of our readers.

President Nixon called on both business and
labor to exercise self-restraint in his economy
message to the, nation Wednesday urging that
they "raise their sights by lowering their
demands," -thus helping tit " hold down
everybody's cost of living.
"Now is the time for business at every level
to take price actions more consistent with a
stable cost of living, and now is the time for labor
to structure its wage demands to better achieve
a new stability of costs. . ", the President
said.
Nixon conceded that his administration's
fight to control inflation is behind schedule, but
ruled out both mandatory wage and price
controls and direct government pressure on
individual businessmen and labor leaders. He
appealed, instead, for voluntary self-restraint in
the interest of the national economy. The
President also called on members of Congress to
"do their political arithmetic honestly."
"Whenever a member of Congress displays
the imagination to introduce a bill that calls for
more spending, let him display the courage to
a bill raising the taxes to pay for that
introduce
, •
program," the President said. And therein lies
the solution to federal deficit spending.
Any member of Congress who authors a bill
to spend more of the taxpayers money for any
purpose, should likewise come up with a method
for financing his project. This is a fundamental
in any type of government, federal or local. And
it also becomes the responsibility of any
Congressman (or Senator) who believes we
should get a reduction in income taxes (and who
doesn't want that?), to provide a means of filling
the vacuum left in the federal budget by such
reduction. President Nixon has called for
voluntary self-restraint in solving the wage-price
spiral that has resulted in inflation,
unemployment, and a rising cost in the price of
•
living.
If such voluntary restraint is not put into
practice, and very soon, the only alternative will
be direct government controls. Nobody wants
controls, and no President wants to put them
in effect, unless absolutely necessary to save
the country.

4ag_

Father of Father's Day
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Larry
By United Press International Expos to a 10-7 victory over the came off southpaw
Ion) Horton and Curt Blefary Atlanta Braves and homers by Jaster, who had been left in the
Indy have finally decided to Billy Williams and Ron Santo game to pitch to the lefthanded
Fairly. The homer
quit Posing as sluggers and helped the Chicago Cubs beat hitting
inning and
begin acting like them.
the San Francisco Giants, 6-0. capped a six-run
the
both delivered key homers
Horton's three-run shot came spoiled a big night for
Thursday night. Horton, who off reliever Dick Such's first Braves' henry Aaron. Aaron
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
hadn't hit a homer since May pitch and enabled the Indians to drove in four runs with his 18th
UPI Sports Editor
24th, belted a three-run blast in win their fifth game in anrow. homer, a dokb/e and a single.
C HASKA, Mum, (UP1)- En- the eighth inning to lift the Grail Nettles and Ray Fosse Jim Gosger collected four hits
gland's Tony Jacklin set sail Cleveland Indians to a 6-3 also homered for Cleveland
today into the second round of victory over the Washington while Aurelio Rosriguez con- \
the U.S. Open golf champion- Senators and Blaary, who. had nected for Washington.
ship with a two-stroke lead- inan4ed only one homer in 146
"I sure am happy, but one
and unless the violent winds at bats, clouted a solo shot to good night in a month is nothin'
floundering
Yanks
the
change,
help the New York Yankees really to get excited about,"
NEW YORK (UPI)- Catchec catchers by a wide margin.
In his wake may never catch defeatAmeri
the B?ton Red Sox, 3-2. said Horton. "I know Urat if I
Bill Freehan, of the Detroit
Powell, slugging first-baseThose
contestswere the can just learn to relax I can be
Tigers and first baseman Hoog man of thp Baltimore Orioles,
• "It can blow even harder if it only
an League games a better hitter and drive in a
Powell of the Baltimore Orioles was the next highest vote-getter
Forty-seven golfers are sche- wants to- I don't care," de- Scheduled, but home runs also lot of runs and hit for a high
255,515. Rod Carew,
were the biggest vote-getters in With
duled to begin play tomorrow in clared the slender British Open played an important part in the average,"
his
baseman,
second
Minnesota
the first weekly release of fan
the annual,two-day spring tourna- champion who shot a one-under- only two National League
Blevary's homer came off
balloting for the 1970 American third-base teammate Harmon
ment at the Oaks Country Club. pa 71 in Thursday's opening games. Ron Fairly's grand Ray Culp and preyed to be the
League AU-Star
an- Killebrew, and Rico) Petrocelli, J.
team
P. Parker is in chargeofthe round while not a single other slam sparked , the Montreal decisive run as the Yankees
nounced today by Commission- Boston shortstop, rounded out
36-bole, medal play tournament, player in the field of 150 could
'scored their 12th victory in 14
the Infield in early voting.
er Bowie Kuhn.
and has announced these four- match or break par in the test
A total of just under a hale
games while moving to within a
Chicago's Luis Aparicio IPS a
gusts.
wind
somes and starting times for of 41-nitle-per-hour
game and a half of Baltimore
ballots
have been close second for shortstop
million
1
No.
Saturday's play from the
Jacklln' who found ThursIn the East Division.
counted through last Saturday honors, followed by Jim Fregosi tee:
day's swirling gusts "just like
Gary Waslewski allowed just
in the first fan vote since 1957. of the California Angels.
back
courses
the
seaside
three hits in six innings of work
The early leaders in the AllThe game, which will mark
8 a.m.- Gene Willis, Bob Bro- home," had a two-stroke lead
to gain credit for his first
the 41st mid-summer meeting Star outfield were, in order: wn, M, C. Garrott and Karl
at the start of the second round
victory. Rico Petrocelli acbetween the two major leagues, Baltimore's Frank Robinson, Huessang.
Siert
defenseman
Seals
oaidand
Jullusl
over Mason Rudolph%
runs
Howard
will be played July 14 in Washington's Frank
807 a.m. - Tony Thomas, Boros, and Juan "Chi Chi" Marshall was scheduled to counted for both Boston
homers.
of
pair
a
with
Cineinrine's new River Front and_ Boston's Carl Yastrzemski, Bob Fike, Roy Cothran and Ken
operation
craft
bone
'a
Rodriguez, and another stroke undergo
Fairly's grand-stammer was
with the Twins' Tony Oliva not Harrell.
Stadium.
over three longshots in the field today which *wild put his wrist the turd_ of his career and
Freelian received 265,258 of far behind,
8:14 a.m. - Jim Buchanan. -sew Mitchell, Ray Craw- in a cast for thr4w,months.
The National League's early Graves • Morris, Jim White and-Wf
the 491,548 votes cast at major
14rshall recekeed a hairline-{-7.
- - 14
nd Tony Evans.
"and minor league parks and leaders included Johnny Bench, . P. Parker.
fracture in the first garna,of
to
failed
players
Sixty-nine
thousands of Gillette retail Cincinnati catcher; Willie Mca.m.- Ben Grogan,Howie break 80 in the "wind tunnel." the season Oct. 17 against L
outlets through last Saturday to Covey, San Francisco first Cflumden, Paul Ragsdale and
among them Gary Player, who Angeles. The 6-2, 200-pound
lead all the American League baseman; Glean Beckert, Chi- Ted Lawson.
even 80 for the worst U.S. front line defenseman should be
shot
cago second baseman; Tony
8:28 a.m. - Bill Seale, Joe Open round of his career, and ready for the opening of the
PHILADE
(UPI) Perez, Cincinnati third base- Edd Emerson and Macon BlankJack Nicklaus, who had an 81, Seals' training camp in mid- Catcher Tim Malver of the
man; Don Ke.ssinger, Chicago enship.
September.
the worst open round of his
Philadelphia Philliee, ,out of
shortstop; and outfielders Hencareer. Arnold Palmer, the
action since May 2 WtUm a
ry Aaron and Rico Carty of
8:35 a.m.- James Ward,Jam- other member of what used to
fractured hand, will miss.
Atlanta and Willie Mays of San es Washer and Purdom Lovett.
just
three,"
"big
be golf's
least three more weeks while a
Francisco.
Those starting from the No.10 barely escaped the same fate
second cast is placed on the
to eight tee include:
limited
is
voting
The
St.
The
ST. LOUIS (UPI)-with a 79.
was announced
it
irriurv.
in each league.
starters
Mitchell
White,
John
a.m.
8
Louis Careinals said Thursday
The Open field will
Thursday by the Phi's.
and the remain- Storey and Rudell Parks.
pitchers
The
they have signed nine more
trimmed to the low 60 scorers
The Initial cast, placed on the
der of the AU-Star ..senals will
8:07 a.m. - Mickey Boggess,
high school players selected in
NEW YORK (UPI)-The New hand after
McCarver was
by the rival Bob Burke and Warner Cole. and ties at the end of today's
named
be
the recent tree-agent draft and
round. Speculation was that the York Giants announced today injured by a foul tip in San
Gil Hodges of the
managers,
Grogan,
Jerry
a.m.
8:14
have assigned them to the
cutoff score would be 15-over- they have sold all their tickets Francisco seven weeks ago,
New York Mets and Earl Clyde Adkins and Max
Sarasota farm club in the Gulf
for the 1970 National Football was removed this past Monday.
Baltimore
Weaver
of the
Jones,
Thomas
a.m.
8:21
Coast League.
Fourteen golfers were at 75, League season, insuring their
However, Dr. John Royal
Orioles.
and
Grogan
Don
Weaver,
Tim
The nine are catcher-outfielfour strokes off the pace, eighth straight year of packed Moore of Temple University
The fan balloting will enc Jim Bryan.
Stadium.
champion
der Ron Kinner of Lubbock,
Masters
Including
houses at Yankee
Hospital, the Phils orthopedic
June 28 and tie
Sunday
8:28 a.m. - George Oakley,
PGA "because of the complete! consultant, said "a little
Tex., outfielder Bill Bright of
of the official Jerry Upton, Ken Adams and Jack Billy Casper, former
announcement
.Cocoa, Fla., pitcher-outfielder
champion Al Geiberger, Frank sellout there will, of course, be movement" was detected in the
starting teams will be made or Shell.
Arnold McBride of Springfield,
Beard, the 1969 leading money no individual game sale at the fracture area and he directed
July 6 and Tuesda)
Monday
year," said another cast be placed.
first baseman Mark Hale of
this
winner, and the low amateur in stadium
7.
July
8:35 a.m. - David Thompson, the tournament, Ben Crenshaw General Manager Ray Walsh
Bryan, Tex., lefthanded pitcher
James Buchanan, Richard Smith of Austin, Tex. Thirteen were
Ricky Shepard of Gorham, Ill.,
The Giants have had home
and George Powell.
HOLLYWOOD (UPi)- Peter
first baseman Ray Cingle of GAME POSTPONED
at 76, including former Masters game sellouts since early in th
LOS
8:42 a.m.- Billy Morton, Hill- champion George Archer, while 1962 season and by the end o O'Toole will star in "Murphy's
ANGELES (UPI)- A
Clarence, Pa., righthanded
pitcher Fred Warner of Green- benefit basketball game sche- ard Rogers, Fred Pogue and Mar- the 16 players at 77 included 1970 the streak will ha War" for Paramount on locaUCLA's Pauley vin Harris.
Open champion Lee reached 65 consecutive games. tion in Venezuela.
1968
whic h, COWL, righthanded duled for
The tournament will be con- Trevino, PGA champion Ray
pitcher Roo Durham of Yose- Pavilion Saturday, starripg Lew
Ky., and Mark Covert of Alder and other basketball cluded with 18 holes of play Floyd was among the 17 at 78,
notables, has been indefinitely unday with the same lineups and defending champion Orville
der, Colo.
by foursomes but with the tee- Moody was with Palmer, Sam
Postponed.
ft times starting at 12 noon. Snead, and 11 others at 79.

American League /91-Star Forty-Seven
Team Is Aimolmied Today Are Entered
In Oaks Meet

even the
ne case, a
int son in
ich he had
Indignant
had him
failing to
However,
is for the-

garded as
might be
unsuitable
udge. "No
lulated."
-ent story,
re takes on
gation Ito
i particular
nd of obliwes toward

IS THE BIBLE TRUE?
Has It Become Outdated?

Bert Marshail To
Undergo Bone Craft
Operation Today

Foy E. Wallace, Jr.

discuss the liberalism that faces
church of today.

os

g:21

itances, the
Jertaker to
ige said:
f a callous
bilities and
'ed."

TIME: JUNE 20 -. - - 7:45 P.M.
"JUNE 21 - - - 10:50 A.M.
7:45 P.I.

NY Giants Sell
1970 Tickets
All
be

iervance of
place in

Mr. Wallace is well qualified to speak
on this subject. He has been a preacher, lecturer, and Writer far abOlit half

:reated the
Lion Corninterstate
luding ra-

Ian 50,000
in a poor
Washington.

a century.
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NEW DEALER HERE TO STAY!!

Zod

1970 GTO JUDGE. Ram air. 4-in-floor, mag wheels.
10,000 miles. "She's stinkin. new".

Pro Cage Leagues Ask For
Permission For Merger

SLAYDEN BROS: GULF
9th & SYCAMORE STREETS
ISP 753-86 1 3

1970 CHEVY Impala 4-Door Hardtop. Power and air.
vinyl roof, 8,600 miles. "She's sharp!"
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PLACE: ND CONCORD CHINCH
OF CHRIST

Carver To Miss
Three More Weeks

Cirdinals Announce
Signing Of 9 More
Players In Draft

ill Bernard.

)000000

for the Expos, including his
second homer of the season.
Williams and Santo both
homered in the third inning to
help Ferguson Jenkins gain his
eighth triumph of the season.
Jenkins allowed just seven hits
In becoming thejfirst pitcher on
the Cubs to hurl a complete
game shutout this season.
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Jacklin Holds Indians Stop Senators 6-3; Yankees Edge Red Sox 3-2
Two Stroke
Lead In Open

IC 19.

the
Wert
work
ame

Se

By DAVID MOFFIT
threatened
leagues
football
UPI Sports Writer
either a complete failure of one
was league or failure of the weaker
ATLANTA. (UPI)- It
1119 FORD LTD Brougham. All power, windows and
never their intention, but those franchises in both leagues.
seats. Air conditioner, 16,000 miles, Murray car.
fat contracts demanded by Pete
Maravich, Bob Lanier and Dan Now, basketball fans, players
"New as a broom".
Issel appear to have been just and franchise ,cities face the
1119 CHEVY Impala 4-Door Hardtop. Power and air.
what was needed to bring pro same prospect."
NBA Commissioner Walter
basketball's two feuding
Kennedy, the man who will
leagues to terms.
The National and American head the combined league,
1115 COMET 2-Door Hardtop. V-8, automatic.
Basketball Associations, which announced Thursday that the
1114 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille. All power and air.
have been waging a "suicidal" NBA, meeting here, had voted
talent war the past few years, 13-4 and the ABA, meeting in
19611 GMC Pldcup. 6 cylinder, straight stick. "Sharp".
signaled for a cease-fire Thurs- Denver, had voted unanimously
,
day when they agreed to ask to present a merger plan to
1113 PONTIAC Catalina 2-Dr. Hardtop. Double power,
Congress for permission to Congress for approval.
Under the proposed plan, if
mag wheels. •
merge into a single, 28-team,
approval is received from
league.
1111 BUICK 2-Door Hardtop. Double power. "Two to
Maravich Cost the Atlanta Congress and ilea, gues..
Hawks a reported $2 million, it year, some portions of the
choose from".
took the Detroit Pistons $2.9 merger would go into effect
1947 JEEP. 4 wheel drive, metal cab. "In first class
million to snare Lanier; and immediately.
As soon as the merger is
the Kentucky Colons went $1.4
condition."
million to keep Issel out of the approved, plans call for
"world championship" playoff
hands of the NBA,
With that kind of price tags, following the close of the next
the NBA and ABA said in a season; inter-league pre-season
joint statement to CONGRENS: exhibiton games the next year;
"Basketball is in the same and a common draft after the
position as football was a few end of the next season.
suicidal The plan calls for a. single
ago. Then
years
Main Street
competition between the two league consistipg."initially" of
28 teams in 27 cities, with New
York having two teams. Two
more teams would be added
prior to the time the singleleague schedule goes into
effect, hopefully by 1973.
The plan also calls for the
ABA clubs to each pay $1.25
million, over a 10-year period,
to the present NBA'clubs.
SATURDAY
FRIDAY NITES
LAKEWAY
N ITES
EAT
MOTEL
David Sea
The
Buddy Mack
Fay &
Air-Conditioned
RHONDELLS
& The
Gene's
Across The Street
SANDY
Chuck Raymer
Trailer Rentals
Truck
RIVER
SPOKANE, Wash. (UPI)Day-Week
— Variety —
BOYS
Stop
Bill Russell, power hitter for
Month
— Pop —
Country Western
the Spokane Indians, was called
Reasonable Rates
Good Food
up
— Rock —
Thursday by the Les
— Pop —
Phone
24 Hours
Angeles Dodgers.
Requests Invited
— Vocals —
642-2517
Down The Street
Russell, who was the leading
RFST OF RECORDED MUSIC
hitter in the Pacific Coast
Phone 842-0781
By Jowl White Sales
League with a .359 average, left
the Indians in Hawaii to join
the parent club immediately,
The Dodgers also said Sandy
Vance would rejoin the Indians
after filling in for Injured
Highway 79 East West Edge Of Paris Landing State Park Phone 642-9888 Dodger ace Bill Singer, who is
back on the active list.
•
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Everyone Come In and See
What We Have To Offer
With Oil Change and Filter Change ...

FREE GREASE JO
Also on

MOTOR TUNE UPS

That Cost'15.00 or More
There Will Be A Drawing June 27, 1970
and the name drawn will be refunded his money!

FREE BICYCLE
TO BE GIVEN AWAY JUNE 27th at 7 p.m.

FREE DISNEY MAGAZINE
list
TIRES - BATTERIES - ACCESSORIES
MINOR AUTO REPAIRS
with every fillup, now thru June

LA Call Up Bill
Russell From Farm

MAXINE'S SUPPER CLUB

Jack Slayden (Owners) Leonard Slayden

RODEN BROS.
9th & Sycamore

— Free Pickup and Delivery —

Phone 753-8613

TUJ LBDGER
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Miss Charlotte Ann Harmon Becomet
Bride Of Pfc. Gary Dan Lamb In Lovely
Ceremony At Seventh & Poplar Church
Friday, June 11
The Waiting Wives Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Jan
Vance at 7:30 p.m. For information call 753-2934.
Se.
The Dorothy Group of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
have a farewell dinner for Mr.
Carpenter, Mr.
and Mrs. R.
and Mrs. Irby Hendon, and Mr.
ind Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rubin James at seven p.m. A potluck supper will be-,seryed.
•••
Saturday, Jima 11
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have a potluck
supper at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. Moffett, Panoroma
Snores, at 6:30 p.m. All members are urged to attend.
• ••
The Murray State University
Couples Bridge will meet in
Rooms 3 and 4 of the Student
Union Building at 7:30 p.m.
For further information call
Sally White 753-6658 or Beryl
Whaley 753-8279.

k
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TIMES

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

'Cieat AU*.

re
moviri
irpoo
4,10/41;i(

Katie'Lou Counts
Cindy Ann Wagar PERSONALS
d At Bridal
Honore
Complimented With
and Mrs. Mason Morton Shower Recently
Shower At Church of MI.
Muncie, Ind., have been the

Only she can
tell if hubby cheats

Miss Katie Lou Counts, brideguests- of his parents, Mr. and
Miss Cindy Ann Wags:,
Tyler of Murray. elect of Keith Letterman, was
NOVI
Mrs.
Hill,
bride-elect of David Lynn
•••
complimented with a shower held
By Abigail Van Buren
was honored with a tea show- Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mar- Friday, June 12, at seven-thirty
er on Saturday afternoon, June
the
at
shall of Overland, Mo., are the o'clock in the evening
6, in the fellowship hall of the
DEAR ABBY: My husband is very good looking and is on
guests of his sisters, Mrs. 011ie Coles Camp Ground Church.
First Baptist Church.
the lying side of 50. He doesn't look like the swinging type,
Mrs. Jesse
and
Workman
The hostesses for the occasion
A color scheme of green and
J.
A.
but I wouldn't put a thing past him. He gives a rather
Williams,
brother,
his
Fred
and
Mesdames
Crouse,
were
yellow was carried out. The
Coleman,
youngish divorcee, who works in his office
families
attractive,
their
Ned
Marshall, and
Trellis McCuiston,
glary was covered with a cloth
• ••
a
ride home nearly every evening. He doesn't
buileing,
Lovett.
Damon
and
of white satin and net on which
chose
Mrs. Milburn- Dunn
honoree
and
the
Mr.
event
pay, but he does sometimes stop at her
any
the
For
accept
was placed a vase of yellow car
daughter, Patty, have been to wear a dress of pink knit
apartment for a drink [he says] now and then.
nations and a white bride's and
guests of their parents, Mrs. and was presented a corsage of
He's never more than half an hour late in getting home.
book, a gift of the bride-elect's the
Ballet Dunn and Mr. and iMrs. pink carnations by the hostesses.
you
think he could be unfaithful to me in half an hour?
Do
grandparents.
Workman, enroute tortheir The honoree's mother, Mrs. Co-CAL'S WIFE
The tea table was covered John
a
after
Ga.,
in Atlanta,
mothwith white net drapery high- home Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, unts, and the groom-elect's
to
DEAR WIFE: I don't know. He's your husband, lady.
er, Mrs. Letterman, were also
lighted with white wedding trip
Chicago, 111.
presented hostesses' gift car
Could he?
bells. An arrangement of yel- and
•• •
•••
sages of white carnations
low flowers behind an open
The table was centered with
white Bible served as the cenMonday, June 22
DEAR ABBY: Leonard and I have been mvried fir 2
large white wedding bell surr
terpiece. Green cloths covered
The New Providence Riding
years. We plan to go east this summer [we live in California]
m
and
greenery
by
tables.
ounded
an
gift
important
the
Club will have
to visit my grandparents and other relatives who have never
ha blossoms. Burning tapers
The guests were served cake,
-business meet at the club at
met Leonard. They are good, but very conservative people.
eith
by
punch, mints, and nuts
crystal holders were on
-ieven p.m. All members, both
My problem: Leonard has hair almost to his shoulders. I
Misses Brenda Hill, Linda Hill,
men and women, are urged to
side. In the corner was a cl
think he should cut it before he goes east. His hair has never
Celia Simmons, Earleene Warattend. The WIEHA Horse Show
ing lady made of a broom, mop
ford, and Christy Scott with The Woman's Missionary Soc- and other cleaning items wher
been a sore point between us, but I feel that if he cuts it
will be at New Providence on
Knots Russell and Kim Alley iety ofthe 1C1rimey Baptist Church the guests placed the gifts.
June 27 at four p.m.
before he goes, he will make a better impression on my
• ••
assisting.
held its regular meeting at the
Delightful refreshments wee
relatives. Leonard and I talked about it, and he doesn't want
Miss Kay Russell, niece of the church on Thursday, June 11, served by the hostesses. Twenty
Thursday, Juno 25
to cut his hair. He says if I loved him I wouldn't ask him to
the
in
the at seven-thirty o'clock
welcomed
groom-elect,
1 he Westside Homemakers
seven persons were present o
cut his hair. I say it will grow back in time, and it's not too
guests at the registry.
Club will meet at the Murray'
evening.
sent gifts.
much to ask. Can you help us reach a decision?
In the receiving line were "Baptist Orientals in CalifCity Park at 12:30 p.m.
CALIFORNIA
•••
Pfc. and Mrs. Gary Dan Lamb
Miss Wager, Mrs. Robert Jack ornia" was the theme of the proWager, mother of the bride, gram given by Mrs. HowardDarDEAR CAL: Since Leonard doesn't want to cut his hair,
(Photo by Tubbs Studio)
elect, Mn. John Barnreuther nell, Mrs. Jim Washer, Mrs.
"ask" him to cut it. For the sake of making a "better"
don't
grandWolfe,
Chin,
and Mn. Russell
Mike Sykes, Mrs. Jack
you are asking him to make•false one.
Impression,
Miss Charlotte Ann Harmon up neckline. Tiny satin buttons mothers of the bride-elect ,Mrs.
Stevie Treas, Mrs. Urban
and Private First Class Gary accented the back of the gown. T. C. Hill, mother of the groom. Mrs.
Treas.
Jackie
Mrs
and
Belcher,
Dan Lamb were united in mar- The A-line skirt fell from a bow elect, Miss Gayle Rogers, maid
DEAR ABBY: I have some friends on the mainland who
Mrs. David Brasher, presiriage on Friday, May 8, in a making Its own cathedral train. of honor, and Misses Rebecca
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle Webb,
give my name and telephone number to every Tom,Dick, and
the businnss
at
presided
dent,
the
in
service
made
The New Providence Home- candlelight
The front of the dress was
and Jane Wager, sisters of the meeting. Mrs. Urban Belcher, 821 North 19th Street, Murray,
Harry from their hometowns who come over here on
are the parents of a baby girl,
makers Club met in the home Seventh and Poplar Church of with a border of Alencon lace bride-elect.
Mrs. Jim Washer,and Mrs. Bras- Lori Alias, weighing eight
vacations
of Mrs. Billy Joe Kingins on Christ.
with a scalloped border from
was
bride-elect,
Miss Wager,
her were named to the nominat- pounds nine ounces, born on
When these strangers call me with "regards" from ow
Bro. Bill Threat performed the neck to the hem. The dress ettired in a white knit dress
Tuesday, June 9, with the vicecommittee.
ing
at
ceremony
mutual
friends, I am always very friendly on the phone, but I
ring
b
double
a.m.
the
5:50
fashioned
at
16,
June
and
Tuesday,
designed
was
president, Mrs. Terry Housden
tented by white lace. Her cor
Also present were Mrs. H. I.
know they are disappointed when I don't offer to "show them
seven-thirty o'clock in the even- her mother.
preciding
awe gift of-the hostesses, was Tress and Mrs. V. A. Erwin at the Murray-Calloway County
around" or entertain them in some way. But Abby, I just
Hospital.
She wore a silk illusion elbow of yelloW carnations.
Mrs. Jim Allbritten gave the ing.
and children, Anna Marie and
The bride is the daughter of length veil which fell from a
Their other children are Marcan't do it I have enough relatives and friends of my own
devotion. The minutes, financial
Hostesses for the event were William.
the
and
Harmon
cia, age fourteen, Anthony, age
cluster of white daisies accent- Mrs. Edward Russell, Mrs. Gerwho come here, and with a busy husband and four children
report, and roll call were read Mrs. Bessie
Murray
twelve, and Patrick, age eleven
ed with tiny pearls. She carried ald Ray, Mrs. W. H. Hill, Mrs.
by Mrs. ALltritten in the absence late Doris M. Harmon,
toddlers] I can't be an unofficial tourist guide for
(two
groom is the a beautiful nosegay bouquet of
The father is employed at Alice
Elizabeth Hill, Mrs. Coy Dubof Mrs. Hardiman Miller, secre- Route Three. The
strangers. Altho I feel no obligation to people I don't even
Dodd of yellow roses and white orchids
Mildred
and
Mn.
City
of
Calvert
son
at
Chemicals
lin, Mrs. L J. Hill, and Mrs.
tary-treasurer.
know, I feel guilty when I say "good-bye."
the late caught in an illusion of white
is minister of the First AssemA very interesting lesson on Almo Route One and
Bernice Wisehart.
How would YOU handle this situation?
Murray.
of
Murray.
in
Lamb
with
Church
US.
God
of
lace
bly
scalloped
net and
Approximately eighty-five frithe June craft was presented by
BUSY IN HONOLULU
and
Mr.
are
s
The
Grandparent
streamers.
white velvet
ends attended or sent gifts.
Mrs. Billy Joe Kingins and Mrs.
The guest register table was
in her
• ••
Mrs. Rife Webb of Muskogee,
Eunice Housden. Each member overlaid with a white linen lucky sixpence she wore
DEAR BUSY: Just as you're handling it. And you
Oklahoma.
given to her by her
was encouraged to make an orig- cloth bordered in lace. A bud shoe was
needn't feel guilty. It's presumptuous for one to give your
•••
Harmon.
Derinda
cousin,
inal drawing and embroider or vase with a yellow rosebud acname and telephone number to every "Tom, Dick, and
The Welcome Wagon NewcomMr. and Mn. James Daniel
stitch it on burlap or some mat- cented the table. Mrs. Larryf Miss Glenda White, maid of
Harry" without your permission.
Club met Thursday, June 11, Patterson of Hazel announce the
ers
erial, and then display it in the Cherry kept the' register and honor, wore a lovely yellow
at the Community Center on Ellis birth of a baby girl, Cathy Jane,
home.
the guests signed with a pd. crepe floor length gown fash- _ _
weighing eight pounds one
Drive.
DEAR ABBY: My brother was in World War 11.
The landscape notes were read low feather pea.
'
ioned similar to that of the
Following a brief business ounce, born on Tuesday, June
By United Press International
Fortunately, he returned home safely, but I have always felt
the
of
muconducted
back
was
The
and the recreation
s
dress.
bride'st
their
A program of A Capella
and
members
the
window
the
Murrayp.m.
at
at
4:37
18,
meeting
cleaning
After
a little guilty because I hardly ever smite to him while be
t.
centered with a deep
by Mrs. James Puckett.
sic was presented by Mrs, Per- dress
let the shade dry thor- guests enjoyed a "tasting dess- Calloway County Hospital.
was away.
er which a long floor shades,
lovely new salad was served ry Cavitt, Mn. Tommy Payne, pleat
The new father is employed
then roll it up to the ert" and bridge.
by Mrs. Kingins to Mrs. Bill Miss Jarvis Ross, Miss Judy length sash fell from a bow. oughly,
Now his son is in Viet Nam, and I am still pretty bad at
Marat the Murray Division of the
Hostesses were Barbara
top of the window and leate
letter writing, but I have found the perfect solution. I send
Ed Hendon, Mrs. D012 Bailey, Morrow, Ernie Rob Bailey, Pear- Her headpiece was yellow illusChris Runyon, and Annissa Tappan Company.
hours.
ino,
10-to-12
for
up
rolled
it
Mrs. George Shoemaker, Mrs. ly McClure, and Kenneth Thom- ion which fell from a yellow velhim the local Sunday newspaper. It costs_ only $2.50 every
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Patterson
"roll up" trick liahfoud.
Larry Curd, Mrs. Ronald Hous- as. The selections included "0 vet bow with tiny yellow flow. This simple
two months. He loves it. And says it's like a letter from
Visitors for the evening were of Hazel and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
fresh
pristine
shade
the
leaves
stem
One
long
a
Handen. She carried
den, Mrs. Terry Housden, Mrs. Perfect Love", "One
"home," and I am so happy that I am the one who is able to
Mayfield, Betty Hamilton, McClain of Cottage Grove,
Pat
iron.
and
flat
perfectly
as
and
ribbon
velvet
11
:im
Allbritton Mrs. Eunice Hou- Heart", "Father Head the Pray- yellow rose with
give it to him.
Bessie Sigle, Kaoru Sigle, Betty Tenn., are the grandparents.
looking as a brand new one
"UNC," Utica, N. Y.
sden, Mrs. James Puckett, and er We Offer", and the tradit- streamers and seen velvet ed
McD111, Jane Barton, Myrtle Jon- Great grandmothers are Mrs.
•• *
ional wedding marches for the leaves.
several children.
DEAR
UNC: Beautiful!
bet this is one letter the
dan, and Mary Alice Furgerson. Mettle Salmon of Hazel and Mrs
.
Mrs. Hardiman Miller was hos- processional and recessional
When storing winter boots
editor doesn't cut out!)
Miss Rita Farris, Miss Debbie
Eva Adams of Paris, Tenn.
was
church
the
of
altar
and
from
meeting
The
' tess for the April
Steele, and Miss Sandy Lamb brush loose dirt and sand
Mrs. Eunice HOusden for the May slecerated with two brass spiral served as the bridesmaids. T'holr the insideAlien..w.askafi
arch
an
and
candelabra
Swedish
meeting.
dresses and headpieces were the °Aide with a sudsy spon.
The next meeting will be with candleabra both entwined with identical to that of the maid of ge, riasi, and dry thoroughh.
basMrs. Don Bailey in September. huckleberry. Two beauty
honor. They also carried long Clip pairs together with a
,All members are urged to be kets of white gladioli and yel- stemed yellow roses.
spring clothespin, and store.
low mums were centered by a
uncle of the
present.
Hopkins,
•• *
Larry
group of cathedral tapers acserved as bestman.
a simple wardrobe
Sewing
—1 cented with greenery. The fam- groom,
Groomsmen were Tommy Payne,
ily pews were decorated with Johnny Bohannon, and Dickie for small daughters is one NJ\
1
COKRiC,
i
white bridal satin bows. The tap- Schroeder. The ushers were Joe to best the budget blues. %
little material is needed, and
ered candles were lighted by Thornton and Gene McDougal.
our -9nvitation to -Aar
large wrap pieces
sometimes
Tommy Payne and Johnny Bothe
of
mother
Harmon,
Mrs.
can
projects
sewing
other
from
hannon.
bar
for
wear
to
bride, chose
DAY OR NICail
Bride's Dress
daughlara.ieeciLligely pale be combined to make miniThe bride was escorted to the blue knit dress
matching sized shorts, tops and skimmers
altar by her uncle, Bob Harmon accessories. Her corsage was ol
of Overland Park, Kansas, and white roses.
. Mrs. John C Steele, Mrs Gene
given in marriage by her uncle
Evangelist
Mrs. Dodd, mother of the Jonei;-Mrs. &trio Garland, and
for her mother. She wore a
lovely creation of white slip- groom, wore a brown and beige Miss Cindy Steele.
Mrs. Tommy Payne placed apper satin. The long sleeve gown knit dress with matching acselections at
41,,1
was fashioned with a tinytstand- cessories. She also had a cor- propriate wedding
-9n —4 Seritt.1 ci the piano throughout the 2vensage of white roses.
tiny
gave'
Knight
, After the bride and groom ing. Cindy
had exchanged their vows they yellow rice bags to the guests.
Meetings
held a lighted candle to a single
Following the ceremony the
candle from a three-branched :ouple left for an unannounced
Remember Dad with a
candelabra signifying the one- wedding trip with the bride
ness in marriage. The bride wearing a brown knit dress
then repeated the words from with matching accessories. She
Ruth 2:16-17 in the Bible to the wore her mother's corsagg. of
groom.
white roses.
Reception
Immediately following the
Pfc. Lamb is serving in the
ceremony Mrs. Harmon was hos- United States Army and after
tess to a wedding reception at his leave is now stationed in
the Murray Woman's Club Vietnam. Mrs. Lamb will reside
with her mother at her home
House.
The door from which the on Murray Route Three.
Rehearsal Dinner
guests entered held white weddMn. Mildred Dodd, mother of
ing bells. The mantel was centered with • miniature bride- the groom, entertained the
doll and wedding bells and tap- wedding party preceding the rehearsal on May 7 at six o'clock
ers on each side.
The bride's table was over- In, the evening at the Triangle
laid in yellow net over yellow inn.
The bridal couple presented
linen. The corners of the cloth
were caught with nosegays of gifts to the wedding Part) Cove
SERVICES
h
t
bridal wreath. Centering
ers were laid for twenty four
arrangement of persons.
an
was
10:40 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
table
Sunday
give yourself a treat, too,
yellow roses and baby's breath.
7:15 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Friday
thru
Monday
Crystal candelabra held yellow
arthe
of
side
Call 753-3714
is
tion
each
Needed
Transporta
If
tapers on
HEAR THE MIGHTY
rangement. The beautiful four
Nursery Facilities Provided
WIJRLITZER ORGAN
tiered cake was decorated with
What Are You
at
yellow roses and roping around
Doing
For Him?
miniature
the edges with a
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
bride and groom statuette at the
in the
t m.
Dixieland Center
7 5 3 54 34
Presiding at the table were

Ifirksey Baptist
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Special Summer Treat!

You'll
calling in your order early.

Outland Bakery

June 21 - 26

Sgventh & Poplar

STRAWBERRY LAKE
CHERRY CHEESE CAKE
CHERRY DELIGHT PIE
FRESH STRAWBERRY PIE

CHURCH OF CHRIST

by

Aurora

t

CHRIST GAVE HIS LIFE

Plus
Cornmo
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Featurir
Op

Rebul
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605
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SUMDERLAND PRMSMITTHIS-

CHUSCH
10:00 As
Sunday School
Monday Worship
11:00 a.m.

GOWN METHODIST
CHURCH
Theft and Third Sundays:
School .... 10:00am.
ri
yg Service .— 11:110
liecood sad Fourth Sundays:
Suaday /shoo! .... 10:00 saa.
1:00 p.m.
Worship Service
LYNX GROVE
METHODIST CHURCH
First sad Third Sundays:
0:43 a.m.
Worship lorries
— 10:44
Ilieseas School
ilscand and Fourth Sunday:
Strada, School .... 111:00

=

MURRAY CHURCH OF
THE NAZARENE
South 16th and Plainview
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Horning Worship
TIMPLN NELL
UNITED METHODIST CHTiltelli
Preachhag:
Fire and Third Sunday, at 11 a.m.
Preaching:
Sod and 4th Sundays at 0:10 a.m.
111711111ELLS czars%
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

MINN PLAIN CHURCH

:s

OP CHRIST

10:45 ass.
Nelda( WOrship
Evening Weleittg
7:00 p.m.
Ela
b
7:20 p.m.
ST. LBO CATHOLIC CHU
.401 N. 11th Street

g and is on
Shill *Pe,
a rather

r

o
e doesn't
p at her

lug home.
hour?
S WIFE

and, lady.

ried.Ier 2
:allfornia]
IIIVO never

V.—.

molders. I
has never
be cuts it
GS on my
mot want
ilk him to
I's net too

Rey. Martha
UNITED PENTACOSTAL
Sunday Masses: 5 cm.,11.a.m.
CHURL H
4:30 p.m.
New Concord on livry. 444
Sunday School
COLDWATEM UNITED
10:00 am.
Morning Worship
METHODIST CH U RAM
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
Min Maher, Paster
7:00 p.m.
Pine
Sunday
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST

Church School

Morning Worship
. 11:00 a.m.
Training Union .
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship .... 3:00 p.m.

it his bah.,
a "better"

'from our
hone, but I
show them
aby, I just
if my own
w children
guide for
don't even

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Morning Worsnip
Eveninir Wceshic

11:00 a.m.
7.00 pm-

.

10:30 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

7:10 p.m.

11:00 &an.
II:00 p.m.
12S p.m.
LOCUST GROWN
THE NAZARENE
Xiisey. Kentucky
11:00 L.1711.

,unday Night Starrice . 7:00 p.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN

HAZEL BAi T1133 CHURCH
B. R. Winchester, pastor

Training 1.,,,,on
Evening V‘orship

Holy Communion Each Third
Sunday at 10:30
CHRIST
CHURCH OF JES
SAINTS
OF LATTERth and Sycamore
Services held a
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Sch
THU? STREW
O
TABERNACLE
Cherry a Chestnut
10;00 A.M.
day School
11:00 A.M.
Morning Worship
1:110 P.M.
-Evening Worship
UNIT= PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH
1110 Irwin .Ave.
10 A.M.
Sunday School
Sunday Evening Worship.. 7 P.M.
WEST MURRAY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
South 13th Street
1080sax
itunder Weishal
lumiley Warsaw ..--.... ISO pm.

BAPTIST

Morning Worship

Worship Hour
Evening Service

11:00 a.m. Sunday School
.• 6:10 p.M. Preaching
;go p.m.

POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
CUEsea
Route 3 - Pottertown

FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10:00

a.m.

11:00

um

rmer METHODIST CHURCH
Fifth sad Heide Strode
Morning Worship
1:45 & 10:50 a.m.
EIRICSIEY BAPTIST CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Hale Street at lOtts
9:40 a.m
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship:
6:30 p.m.
(Sept.-March)
7:10 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
NEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Worship
Evening
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:10 p.m
Evening Worship

CHURCH
10:46 4..M.
7:30 p.m.

1 :1(1)
6:30 p.m.

MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PREsBYTRRIAN cHIlti
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m..
Sunday Night Service .. 7:00 pm..
WAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
200 East- Mulberry Street
Worship Service
Evening Worship ..

Morning Worship

Worship /Service • • • 11:00 a.m.
Sunday night
. 7:30 p.m.

..TNIVERSITY CHURCH
OF

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

tiSACE BAPTIST CHURCH
booth Ninth Street

SIOLULU

Tillie?

106 North 16th Street
Morning Worship .. . 10:20
Evening Worship ..
4:00

is rubes Day! May we hones the guy whose beau is as rendes as a wonisn's

PRESBYTERIAN
. 10:45 a.m.
CHURCH
Charles
N. meftett. Poorer
. 7:011
Church School
0:30
Service of Worship .... 11:00 a.m.
FIRST

day los Father didn't come too soon_ For Dad is the gr

Highway 444, New Concord, Ky.

.• 10:30 11.111.
y
9:30 am.

letter the

Evening Worship .... 6:30

— Sem•a•mbina400
11•0 leo.sees

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
CRCH
HU
15th A Sycamore

the.=
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to the great Felber God, for happiness and comradeship that will softer
the horehnes 4'4e remsaiseiseg jean. and make the Lost mon trolly his most Geddes Years.

Massey-Ferguson Sales & Service
Phone 753-1310

Katmai. Fried Ciligkei
"Ws Finger UMW Geed"
Free Delivery on Orders of UM or Mere
Try Our Delicious Reef & Ham Sandwich
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101

-=•-•

theP P0 /park
Edwin Cain Construction Co.
S ::i ;- z
Or;

Buildings

Phone 753-1675

Marine
0Yesi‘lohnsen Motors Dealer
Sales, Parts, Orrice - Complete Beating Supplies
ill E. at Murray Bait Co. Phone 753-3734 ‘

Restaurant
Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners
Vik118411140-PAr*,of 15 or Over
n 7 Days A Wee.: from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Ph. 474-2259
Aurora Rd. on fiw; 68

'
s Restaurant
Sue & Charlie

rill

OF
Sunday School
Worship Service
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Murray Wholesale

Worship ilervies
Church School

1150
11:00 Aai

SOUTH PLEASANT
UNITED METHODIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

GROVE
CHURCH
10:45 a.m.
6:00 p.m

CHRISTIAN TICIENC111
anavicna
Farmer Ave. and 17th Street
Sunday
Sunday School

12:00 Lm.
11:00 S.E5

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 am.
Sunday School

11:60
7:15 p.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY verruca
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road.

Morning Worship .... 11:00 a.m.
5:101 p.m.
Evening Worship

CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST
CHURCH

10:00 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
CHURCH
Road
11;00 a.m.
II:00 p.m.

wan.
11. am.
7 p.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
9:15 am.
Senday School
10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

Mobile Homes Court

Grocery Co.

Carroll

Phone 753-5209

Tire

Service

?
Boone's1,1\ncotoorated

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
The Cleaner That's Intended In Yoe,-

1105 Pogue - iBlock E. a S 12th - Phone 753-1489

On Hwy. 68 at Aurora

A

Phone 474-2202

Friend

Murray Livestock

Company
Storey's Food Giant

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. • Ph. 753-5334
. RObert Young
Wm. E. Dodson

Herman K. Ellis
- J. W. Young

Bet- ,Pcir.Sttaisiping Center
F

motors 7
. Cain &
Motor Sales
Ambassador - Rebel - Hornet
i
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448
Fi(, Points

Famous Fish Dinners

I

I

•
Shirley Florist

641 Super Shell

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
502 N. 4th St. - 7534251

Open 6:1111 am. - Close 1210 p.m.
South 12th Street — Phone 753-9131

Treas

Guy Spann •
,
.4.IIIV-Estate Agency
Real
,-.. ,•-• it
•
Phone 753-7724
Mar
518 W.
r .%
Residential - Cornmefeial - Farm — Building Lots
and Lake Property - Buying - Selling - Leasing

Welding
igh Adios Owner
Portable Simko - Custom Wrought iron
ibobrIcatIon and Repair
Main & Industrial Road
Phone 753 1378

Free Pick-Up and Delivery

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

Bowling At its Best — Fine Food
1415 Main Street

Serving Farm Families Since 123
Industrial Road
Phone 7512924

Phone 753-2202
,

J

s.
.
.ve-In
Palace Dn
Five Points

Ezell Beauty School
Beauty Services To All . . . At School Prices
"We Build Successful Careers"

Phone 753-7992

406 No. 4th St.

Phone 753-4723

I

Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines a Transmissions - Radiators
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
Phone 753-4424
605 Maple Street

Beal
'
s Tune-Up & Carburetor

Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.

Senrice
Lifetime Muffler installation &.Service
Tailpipes Made to Order for Cars and Boats
Phone 753-8119
North 4th Street

Grain Division

I

The Best Pizza In Kentucky

MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

1
Kentucky Lake Lodge

Adams Ornamental Iron and

Tom
'
s Pizza Palace

0:00 a.m.
11 IS a.m.

ir
Wayne Darnell Outboard

Grecian Steak House
Claude Vaughn
TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
.
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditiening -.
Stocks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue.,Jtibeye Steak
Repairs & Installation — Gas X Sower
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
Phone 75341611
501 N. 4th
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419
r
w
I

'Mir

Church Scheel
Worship Service

Mayfield Highway 121

Holiday Inn
After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:M a.m. to 1:M p.m.
US. Hwy. 641 South
Phone 753-5986

ov

r

CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY
SAINTS
Meeting held in the white chapel
4100D 11111111PWERD mums
METHODIST CHURCH
(Foressety Now Reps sad
Sulphur swine* Chw-elepa)

•tr

So. 4th

Holiday Restaurant
Featuring Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish & tar-11-4 Ribs
Open All Year — CM a.m. to f:88 p.m.
Phone 474-2228
Aurora. Ky.

a.m.
Po&
ELM 0110T31
RAPT/ST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 aeli
Worship 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m
THE CHURCH OF JESUS,

Pad;Sunday School
CHURCH
Morning Worship
CHRIST
livening Worship

Worship Service.
UNION GROVE

se

The Hitching Post ,
See The Old Country Store
½Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Rd. - Rt. 1 Hardin, Ky. — Ph. 492-2266

1:00 pm

Sabbath School

NEW CONCORD
CHURCH or CHRIST
Bible Classes
111:60
Worship & Preaching . 10:50
• 7:00
Ilvsning Worship

Shady Oaks

Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
"The Friendly Funeral Home"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped
311 No. 4th Street
Phone 7534612

Mack & Mack
Authorized Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglass and Aluminum Boat Repair
Sales and Service
W. End Eggner's Forty - U.S. 08 (Aurora)
Phone 474-2344

p.m.

EIRKSET UNITED/
METHODIST CHURCH
Worship service:
11:00 a.m. A 7:00 p.m.

Its b lir Oink
hard b Yes

Mk a Peen,
ClaillicE OF CHRIST

ilmoday
2:45 ILIA
Miss Sabots
Worship Hour .... 10:40 &M.
livening Worahly
0:00 14111.

-

Tractor & Implement Co.

Industrial Road
.....__., ..

Morning Worship

Gilts foe Father? Yes, but much better would be s Eracioui. kind .10;d of thanks
lot all his sacrifices through the ye-ar•
auk celebrated day., say aprayer

y

10 a.m.
11 a.m.

Sunday School

stria

stoty ofroe Me Top'is his triumph over airmarin egad slaver so maim a
flair/store/or those be loved. He was the bandy patisisaler foe eatryist

RSHIP
COME TO
AND EJOICE
Stok

PROVIDENCE.
CHURCH OF CHRIST

of the Imo: mod the death-dealmeg miseries of the prawn:. ni isessere added
masform for Mom, and Sae, mod Dam The tamaiseg of the s.151 11 ammo% the

07 North Fourth St.

Morning Worship ... 11:00 a.
Evening Worship
. 6:30 p.

wee stared the

First Someday:
10:00
Ilsadoy &Roos .
Seeped Sunday:
. S am.
Seaday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
Third Sunday:
00 -Sunday 8,
Warmth go
0
Ice
,
gni
W01111
PdmoOl .... 10:40 si.M.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

NEW

the fellow whose respect is at genuine as that of a mocha. This nationally celebrated

BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST

War II.
always left
n while he

etty bad at
ion. I send
12.50 every
Letter from
o is able to
t, N.Y.

CHURCH
Main /9 Broach Streets
1:10 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.
Morning Worship

Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street

Worship Service

And you
glve year
Dick, aid

Sundays 0:30 a.m.
Preaching:
aid and 4th Sundays at 11 Aril,
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL

10:00
11:00

Worship Service

Morning Worship . . 11:00 a.m. Evening Worship
Tra.n Mg Union
5:30 p.m."
Evening Worship ..
7:30 p.m.
WRIT FORA

Morning Worship
Trs.ining Union
Evening V,or,hlp

inland who
1, Dick, and
r here on

Preaching:
First and Third

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST
NORTERIDE BAPTIST
Worship nerds. .... Dios am.
11:110 p.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m. Training Union
Evening Service .7).7 7:00 p.m.
111211LaWiraL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
SINEING SPRINGS BAPTIST
Morning Worship
CHURCH
11:es a.m.
Training Union
1:30 p.m.

Worship

'ORNIA

and

11:00 LEO
Worship Service
COLE'S CAMP GROUND
MNTITODLIT CHURCH
lee. Jewry Lsdroy„ prober

Southside Restaurant
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
So. Side Manor Shoppilli Center
753.3882
,
e

Holmes Ellis. Mgr. .
. E. W. Outland, Supt.
Phonei753 8220
V.*

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
For All Your Fertiliser Needs"
Murray, Ky
Phone 753-1933

Mow

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
New & Used
atell:::
,,,I r -, -,eav.,_E
753 29f35

-

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
Jobbers of Shell Oil Products

Ar4r, ,.,',,
.
,
IT NC-

Git_ G HOPsON
_t4c),Ar rr4 426 5E100

Murray and Mayfield

Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.

Susie
!
,Cafe
National Hotel Building

Heating Sheet Metal Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut
Phone 753 4832

1
Lassiter Auto Sales

North 12th Street

Phone 753-2221

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes- Salads
Meats - Vegetables or Desserts
Fast Service
Op. fitindays
Hwy. 641 North Phone 753 2700

West Ky. Rural Electric

Co-Operative Corp.
l'ti,t.0
,

, ,:1 5012
„

LYnhurst Resort

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
.. Used Cars — Minor Repairs
pa,v 753-5862
Night 753-3548
.
.-

Col. and Mrs. Thomas E. Brown - Owners
.
.

St

Phone 436 2345 or 436-5376

4
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TELEVISION SaiDULES
WSM-TY Sch edule
11.141%
.2,1

Chanel 4

5:30 Frank McGee Report
Farm Digest
6:00 News, Weather, Sports
Washington Report
&le- World of Disney
Day of Discovery
7:30 Bill Cosby
Gospel Country
Movie "Destination inner 8:00 Bonanza
9:00 Bold Open
Space"
News, Weather, Sports
10:00
Life
The
Is
This
10:00
10:30 Johnny Carson
10:30 Herald Of Truth
MONDAY
11:00 Community Worship
11:30 Insight
600 Morning Show
12:00 Meet The Press
7:00 Today
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l
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World
12:30
9:00 It Takes Two
1:00 Wild Kingdom
*Z5 News
1:30 To Be Announced ,
2:00 Movie "Shake ilieds With *30 Concentration
10:00 Sale of the Century
The Devil"
0f30_ Hollywood Squares
400 Mister Roberts
Jeopardy
11:00
Live
We
4:30 in Which
11:30 Who, What or Where
&00 Sound of Youth
7:05
7:15
7:30
800
&SO

11:55 News
12:00 Noon Show
1:00 Days of our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Another World-Bay City
2:30 To Tell The Truth
3:00 Another World-Somerset
3:30 Lost in Space
4:30 Ralph Emery
5:25 Weather
5:30 News
6:00 News, Weather, Sports
6:30 My World L Welcome To it
7:00 Baseball "BaltimoreOrioles vs. Red Sox at Boston.
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
'
10:30 Johnny Carson
12:00 Avengers

TIMES ..._

it

BRAY, KENTUCKY
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Football Fans To Get Light
Workout With All-America
Game On ABC-TV This Week

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
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PARKER FORD INC.
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Future income factor
in mortgage lending
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. NEW YORK(UM)- Young be that it is quite high. But,
iiouples looking to buy a home in comparison with the rates
may have more going for them on! conventionally financed
than they realize. Mortgage .
**ages: nationwide, it is
tely competitive and, in
lenders, taking a long-ter n
cases, lower.
.
view, have begun to give 17rmaaY
Income and Carrying Char(lapin* weight Tri___an_iioolicant's potential earning capa- ges: Buyers must show a
city, along with a clean credit reasonable ability to pay the
monthly carrying charges,
reitoprd.
bihese are am ong several which include principal and
n
concepts in mortgage interest payments, local real
king brought about by the estate taxes and property innging economy, increasing surance.
For example, on a $27,000
c s of homes and the inflati ary spiral, according to house (the current national meEhianual M. Brotman, Board dian cost) bought with a 20
Chairman of the J.I. Kislak per cent down payment and a
VfOrtgage Corporation, and a
member of the Mortgage Bank- 30 year FHA mortgage of
ing Advisory Committee of the $24,300, the monthly mortFideral National Mortgage As- gage payment° comes to $197.
Add to this about $60 for
sociation(Fenny May).
Today, says Brotman, many real estate taxes and about $5
institutional lenders', in review- for property insurance. The
total carrying charge would be
ing a young couple's ability
to meet the costs of home ,.$262 per month. There should
ownership, give important con- be a reasonable relationship
sideration to the probability of between this amount and the
future increased • earnings. buyer's ability to pay it over
Their judgment is based on the the period of the loan.
If more money were availpro
e growth pattern inchcad by the—itiplicanes-ba
-er--Ablf /01-11 larger-ttoivn payground and his present posi- ment, this cost would be retion. The mortgage under- duced by $8.10 per month for
writer is also strongly influ- each additional $1,000 of cash
enced by the applicant s record down payment.
FHA will now insure mortin satisfying other financial obgage loans on one-family
ligations.
Some other views expressed houses sold for up to $33,000.
by Brotman with regard to the While the VA sets no ceiling
_ current homebuying situation on the price of a house which
a qualified veteran can buy
includes
Supply: There are houses under its piogrein, in today s
for sale all over the country, mortgage market, institutional
but the supply is short in lenders have no ready market
relationship to the number of available for the sale of VAprospective buyers. This is guaranteed loans on houses
costing over $40,000.
°tie reason for higher pnces,
Once in a Lifetime? More
but there are others. Costs adventurous, more sure of
have skyrocketed for labor, themselves and their future,
materials, land and other es- and certainly more affluent,
sentials of new home construc- the current generation of
tion. -Yet, several -million peo- yls.iIIg couplesno longer look
ple managed to buy houses upon their first home purchase
in 1969, and several more mil- as necessarily their last. More
him will do so this year.
homes are being resold more
Financing: In the current frequently as incomes grow,
tight money market, mortgage families change in size and
financing is tough to find, but job mobility increases. A re1
.t inipossible. Such financ- vival of massive homebuilding
i
is usually obtained ftom when money eases will accelerrtgage banking concerns, ate this trend.
which serve the real estate broIn Brotman's view, it may
ker handling the sale.
be several decades before hous.i, Because conventional loans ing:production can possibly
iit- num. aimed acIta;ix !etc '
-entek -up with /tre-demimcht
cash down payments, you
of an ever-expanding populacouples and other buyers' who tion. Thus, there will he a
do not have substantial each continuing market for homes
anailable usually buy their sales and resales for the foreI*imes with government in- seeable future.
sured (FHA) or government
guaranteed(VA)loans.
First reaction to the current
The Arunta are an Austrail
8 1/2 per cent interest rate
on FHA and VA loans may Ian aboriginal tribe.
* * *

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 753-121Z
ir
* PRESCRIPTIONS. A SPECIALTY
We Have It — We Will Ott It —Or It Can't Re Had

Save $14 A Gallon
KURFEES one coat
ACRYLIC LATEX
EXTERIOR
PAINT
Kurfees Acrylic Latex
Paint resists peeling, fading, lasts longer,saves on
costly repaints. Easy to
apply, on all types of.surfaces. water clean-up.
GUARANTEED Quality.
Our Reg. Retail $7,95 gal.

Now Only $6.45 gal.

STARKS HARDWARE
122 S. 12th

Murray, Ky.
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ROBIN HIM BLIND—A robin
(flea off from Tom Townsend's bait shop in Cedar
Fall., Iowa., after snapping
up a treat. Tom feeds the
bird minnows from his hand.

13-Ire
14-Caoutchouc
tree
15-Center
17-Cuddle up
19-Expire
20-Take
unlawfully
21-Serene
23-Genus of
cattle
24-Grant use of
27-Devou red
28-In What
manner
29-Liquid
30-Proceed
31-Number
32-Cover
33-River in Italy
34-Puff up
36-Shallow vessel
37-Hindu cymbals
38-Calumniate
39-Recent
40-Mound
41-Cons
43-Hole
44-Complaints
46-Passageways
49-Away!
50-Platform
52-Period of time
53-Roman bronze
54-Showy flower
55-Condensed
moisture
DOWN

Cooperation
rings a bell.
SAN- FRANCISCO (UPI)Something new is in the wind
in the age-old and often stormy
relationship between landlords
and their tennants.
A new attitude of cooperation is signified by the signing
of a unique Landlord-Collective
Tenants
Agreement which
provides for certain obligations
on the part of a landlord and
his tenants.
James Nelson,
through
whose efforts the agreement
was made with the help of the
Neighborhood Legal
told AsitanceFoud, the San
Francisco Human Rights Commission of the pact which now
exists for the 30-unit apartment building where lie lives.
He said the apeement provides for obligations of maintenance and repair, for arbitration of differences,establishment of a building operations
fund and written notice of intention to vacate.
Probably the most innovative part of the agreement is a
clause providing that rents will
not be raised except for demoryably
yerating
exp7inses.

1-Cut of meat
2-Silkworm
3 Interfere
4-Healthy

scornpass pant

6-Symbol for
silver
7-Leases
8-Woody plant
9-Means of
escape
10 Everyone
11 -Golf mound
16-Obscure
18-Dinner course
20-Seed
21-Animal
enclosures
22-Coral island
23-Container
25-Country of
Asia
26-Laughable
28-Hasten
29-Emerge
victorious
31-Denude
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32-Ordnance
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accounts (1D1•)
36-Footlike part
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39-Birds' homes
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42-TaLeland

43 Dock
44-Tibetan gazelle
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46-Mature
47 Before
48-Carpenter's
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51 Near
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Parolees find work via ads
ond purpose, as well as save
the only way.
ONTARIO, Calif. (UPI)— • "But it's better to tell about the ezeonvict part of the
$42
A parole officer for the Cali- the prison reeiird as we did in he receives when he leaves prisfornia Department of Cor- the ad. Then we can also tell on.
rections has Winched a cam- about the experience the man
"These service clubs could
paign to get newly freed got while he was on the inside." give the psychological boost
Convicts jobs by use of newsNagy said support from ser- the ex-convict needs to start
paper advertisements.
v
clubs would serve 8 secnew life," he said.
Richard Nap said his program has been so successful
that he is asking civic organVALUABLE COUPON
izations to get behind it and
foot the bill.
Nagy fell upon the advertising idea quite by accident
"I was trying to find a
"parolee a joh,"• he said. "We
looked on foot for two Clays
with no results. Then we decided to advertise. It worked."
' Nagy said at first he could
not decide whether to mention
anything about prison in the
employment ad.

FRED'S REPAIR SERVICE
Sewer and Drain Line Cleaning
by "Roto-Rooter Service"

"We decided to try it both
ways, -first stating the applicant was an ex-convict,' he
says. He says these ads accomplished the purpose.
"I've had a lot of discussions
with ex-convicts who sometime
try to Conceal the record to get
a job," Nag said "I tell them
they take a chance of losing
the _job whin _their employer
finds out. But some think it's

100

ALL APPLIANCE REPAIRS
vir ALL TYPES PUMP REPAIR

$2

INTRODUCTORY OFFER ...
DISCOUNT iv Your First Service
Call (With This Coupon)

FRED'S

REPAIR
SERVICE

436-2369

* VALUABLE

U Pall

Ifs Challenge
e Is On!

better value
We Challenge You to find a

anywhere!

Mod crowd
nixes antiques
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
younger generation would
Grandma's
cheerfully trade
heirlooms for Pu7ci-printed ice
buckets, plastic cube tables and
psychedelic-c-olfwed clocks.
That's the word heel .11.
Jay - Shaffer, director of behavioral studies for a trading
stamp company.
"It isn't enough for a coffee
pot to make good coffee,"
he said. "It must be fun to
live with, too."
Sheffer even knocks what
to another generation is one
of his firm's selling points -its age. The firm, Sperry- and
Hutchinson (green stamps) is
75 years old, but %.the
behavioral scientist says such
solidity doesn't impress the
young.
"The 'now' feeling among
young people reflects a ebange
in values," he said. "They
no longer want heirloom possessions. They want products
that will do the job, and also
fit into their current life style.
"The emphasis of today's
youth is on experience. They
de not set a high valus-an the
security of ownershiii, as did
the
depressiO,P-Lconditioned older generadon."
He advises business to respond through form,•Color and
presentation.
BELL APPOINTED
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Terrel H. He/1, 47, Utah state
superintendent of public isstruction for seven yew§ and
the Office of Education's
associate commissioner for
regional coordination Since Fe.
bruary, has been •• •inted
acting commissioner
sIduca- ...—
tion.
Bell will serve until Secretary
ELitot L. Richardson of the
Deparbnent of Health, Education and Welfare appoints a
L
ermanent successor to Dr.
.ames .E. Allen Jr., who was
ed last week
it

Framis Asbury was tlinsfirst
bishop of the klithodist F.pisroyal 1:Iiiirelf to be conseereeri
in America.
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You Can Buy Gulf Tires and Batteries on Your Gulf Travel Card and Take Up to Six Months to Pay!
GULF DELUXE
CROWN'
WHITEWALL

ur the
7.76114

Tubeless
Whitelrall
Dhie 1.17
P'ed. excise

Suggesird 4-PLY NYLON

tax

Featuring deep tread and tour ply nylon constrUction,
the famous Gulf Deluxe Crown is a quality tire with
a modest price. Delivers long rtt-ieage, excellent traction, and a quiet ride A time !Psred performer that
gives your budget a break. Check the solo pricasi

WILSON.HIt tsfyILSAPPLE

NEW!
DELUXE CROWN*
78 WT BELTED

. OELUXE CROWN
78 WT

45

45

Or the
F-78x14
beless
plus 244
Fed, exclee tax

Suggested
4-PLY POLYESTER
Advanced wide-tread design, muscular four-ply polyester cord construction and deep tread give up to
better mileage than the famous Gulf Deluxe
Crown high-performance tire! White stripe on one
side, red stripe on the other.

LOVETT BROS. GUI.

F-1 axle
Tubeless
rasa 255
Fed. excise tax

Suggested POLYESTER CORDS &
FIBERGLASS BELTS
The latest in- ttres. Wide tread, low -profile design fOr
top performance, Polyester cords plus fiberglass
belts t0 hold tread tight. reduce "tire squirm" and
increase-mileage! Red stripe on one side, twin white
stripes on the other.

SLAYDEN BROS. GULF
9th

CLIFFORD'S GULF
5 Points
753

Murray
09 1

CAIN & TAYLOR

Sycamore - Murray
753 86 1 3

TROTTER'S GULF
Hwy. MI South - Murray
753 71 71

— MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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By ROBERT RUSSELL
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI)THAILAND
, "
DA NANG'
The dean of the nation's labor
commissioners is a genial,
TAM KY
COMMUNISTS
niatronly veteran of the laborLAI,
AREA
THIS
HOLD
CHU
REDS MINE
IN CAMBODIA
management and political wars.
APPROACH TO
MAIN TEMPLE OF
Her grandmotherly manner disANGKOR WAT RUINS
guises a knack for surviving and
prospering in a man's world.
/
In nearly 25 years as
OKONTUN
Maine's Commissioner of Labor
PLEIKU
OUI
-and Industry , Marion E. Martin
NHON
\N.
has presided over an impressive
ANGKOR WAT
NEM ,
array of advances in the lot of
\RE\
the workingman. And with the
BAN ME
enactment of the state's first
THOUT
\ HEAVY FIGHTING
collective bargaining law for
•
IS REPORTED IN
DIA
AtviI3
NHA TRANG)
municipal employees last year,
44
N
KONGPONG SPEU
she sees new worlds to conquer
BU•
DALAT
with no 'hint of retirement.
\saissOr
PltANG
.-CAM
04AM
PHNOM
Her department enforces a
RANH
PENH
TAY
complex varietilk of state laws
PREY
KONGPONG'SFEU
4 411 BIEN
on minimum wage, women and
VENG eP•
\\\NIM\
11140A
ANGTASSOM
child labor, occupational safety
,TAKEO
'
SAIGON •
and other working conditions
governing more than 300,000
MY THO
employees.
VIET CONG
III addition, the agency
CANS
CUT HIGHWAY
appoints arbitration and fact#
FROM PHNOM PENH
U.S TROOP
SOC.
finding boards in protracted
TO BANGKOK
STRENGTH
TRANG
labur.disputes and investifates
AT 39-MONTH
low-Pone
upon complaint charges o -discrimination on the basis of
UTH
Vet/
race, religion, age or national
SOViETNAM
origin.
"Much of the work is educational." says Miss Martin.
"People call us wanting to
know their rights under particular circumstances or the procedtil'e for engaging in collective bargaining. I feel like the
By WIRT= PIRESSANTERNATIONAL
Dear Abby of the labor relations in the state."
The department also does
; LONDON — Harold Wilson, responding to his labor party's
osses to Edward Heath and the Conservatives in the British statistical research delving into
the background of Maine's lailectioo=
bor picture. One current pro"From now on the Labor party will be on the attack."
HUE

111•••••••••••1

Martin. "If you did thin, too
abruptly, you would rissrupt
the whole production pewees.
Progress, first of all, requires
education.
"When a majority of employers and employees are convinced they need the type of
legislation you're working on,
that's the time to pass it. Before you developed this broad
acceptance, you couldn't hire
enough inspectors to enforce
hat
theTlaw."
kind of methodical,
step-by-step approach has enabled her to glide with apparent
effortlessness through the
laical and bureaucratic jun
Her career includes our
terms in the Maine legislature
and 10 years as assistant chairman of the Republican Nation-

y
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.
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Quotes From The News

ject, whose findings are being
analyzed, traces a disheartening
picture of steadily rising average age in many skilled industries indicating an impending
MIAMI —Miami Police Chief Bernard Gar mire, praicing !ileac*., recruitment problem as fewer
• young people replace retiring
:makers who tried to calm the city's troubled black areas:
"They said they knew who the troublemakers were, where they employees.
Since assuming her post in
were, and they made it their business to prevail upon them to
1947,
when the department
'cool it."
administered 37 pages of statWASHINGTON —George P. Shultz, who leaves the Cabinet utes (138 today), Miss Martin
make landmark
m labor secretary July to head the Office of Management and has helped
additions to state law: Maine's
Budget, commenting on the job ahead of him:
The President is charged with making government programs first minimum wage law in
1959, a broad occupationalwork effectively. Our job is to help him do it."
safety law including elevator
aptd construction industry reg-fair eilayriient
.1 milk could be -filled wiih'
SALEM, Ore. (UPI) - The only 1-1/2 ounces less than gractices act to prohibit die,
regon Department of Agri- a gallon. Officials say the crimination, and laws requiring
when run that women receive equal pay
culture ordered 20,000 plastic plastic shrank
milk jugs destroyed because through hot water cleaning cy- with men for equal work.
"It's been a gradual, evoluthey had shrunk. The jugs, cles at the dairy.
tionary process,' said Miss
earl' supposed to hold a gallon
WASHINGTON —Postmaster General Winton M. Blount, reluctantly hacldng the House-passed hill to overhaul the post office
'for the fin time in its history:
"While it 's not a perfect bill, it is a good bill."

Fmnisis bruiser boom
HELSINKI (I/PI)- Finland
had a boom year in 1969 and
the upward swing shows no
of lessening, the Trade
igri
V.ociation says. The Gross
National Product increased 7
per cent at fixed prices during
the ear, private investment
qi 15 percent, exports 21
per cent and private consumptHc about 7 percent.
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Germany seta pace
BONN (UPI) - West Ger
many 's production of automobiles increased faster in 1969
than any of its European or
‘sian competitors, while Aproduction
car
merican
Judges Treble. talsetinp — A 441 Daley Judging Training nreetIne wee held recently
dropped, the Institute of Gerat the teirgremode In Mayfield wNh several county 444 niershers etteradlem. These who atman Industry reported.
tended Me nosethig ere appelltyMe B. participate In Ow State Judging Contests to Letdown%
Car production in West Gerthis
yawn Metered In Me feregreend ere Glen Shea Calloway C.eenly Agar* ha 444 bake left
many was up 16 per cent, comIbis week en•new eselenmeMto Te&I Cene*y) and Ted Nreverd, C.ellevrey Ceenty Agri
pared to a European Common
ialle wee the Instrwreer ter the dairy fudging. Beef Aidglieg was else held at the sweat.
Marker average increase of
in
Production
cent.
13.13 per
Japan was up 14.3 per cent.
Backgammon dates as a
North American production of game as early as 3000 B.C.
al Committee, most times vehicles was down 3.5 per cent
the Institute reported.
surrounded by men.
"In politics, it's an advan* * *
tage being a woman,"she says.
"A man can't littack you for
world.
N.M.
ALBUQUERQUE,
fear of being called ungallant.
Jews and Arabs are
"The days of the tented cir(UPI)-Angelo Nicholas ran cus are obsolete," he said. "We
And if he does, you get the Semitic peoples.
away from hunicAL.the age of have to-talte baths with
--sympathy vote. As-for-job
16 following a dream and two little buckets or doss in
discrimination against women,
wound up followineelephants
pup tents anymore. 'We don't
I don't find much of it in waiting to get married.
with a shovel.
to eat in greasy joints."
have
"They don't take an interest
specialized fields like labor
That was 44 years ago and
However, Nicholas still rerelations.
Women will find in their work or try to advance
to become a
rose
who
Nicholas
calls the day he ran away from
that if they will work as hard as a man will." The victim herringmaster for Ringling Bros.
as a man and give as much to self of frequent vacancies in her
says
Circus,
Bailey
Barnum &
his Bridgeport, Conn. home.
the ob as a man does, they secretarial staff because of marto join a circus
want
who
kids
"My first job with the circus
won t have to kick and scream riage and childbirth, Miss Marjust can't do it any More. was following the elephants
to get ahead."
tin sympathizes with executives
"They have to be of age with a shrivel.," he said. "I
Miss Martin
clearly, has who hesitate to hire women
according to state law,"he said. always had the hope that one
are
men
little patience with the mili- when equally qualified
"If we're in doubt, we screen day 1 would be elevated from
tant breed of the women's available.
them out carefully and tlie
that position."
Somehow, in her full career,
liberalion movement.
have to have their parents
"Wrneri have not fulfilled she never took time out to
consent.
LONG FIGHT —Elliott
Barkley Project is the largest
their great potential, but that's marry. "In the Martin family," WINS
"We always encourage child- in navigational history kr the
Ashton Welsh III, talks on
not men's fault," she said. she said, "every generation has a phone in Los Angeles after
ren to get an education first." Nashville District, Corps of En"Most women grow up expec- to have an old maid aunt." A the U.S. Supreme Court
Nicholas, a native of Greece gineers, en the Cumberland Rivting a white knight to carry serious throat ailment which ruled in his favor on his apwho retired as a full-time ring- er. The;144 millionincility made
them away, so they don't pre- incapacitated her from ages peal that he should not be
master after directing the Con- It necessary to relocate ;7.5
pare for entry into the labor 18 to 28 also limited her social drafted because he is a "nontinental Circus at the New York million worth of highwaysIs &MP
force. They wind up taking opportunities and forced her to religious" conscientious obWorld's Fair, said other changes tucky and to build a $1.4 million
relatively menial jobs without concentrate on forging a late- jector. He started his legal
have occurred in the circus tridge across Barkley Canal.
training and just sit around
blooming career.
fight four years ago.

Ringmaster began
behind the elephants

by Charles M.Schulz
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While this was going on at
IT didn't look like that five
years ago. With one lung gone the set, back in town, and in
atfetli'.111111tegred W011tief (if every-town,- newspaper offices his side after that cancer opera- had the John Wayne obituary
tion. he was, nevertheless, gal- ready, set in type with only a
loping around on horseback lead paragraph to come
And, four years, ago. believe
making -The Sons Of Katie
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in Mexica at a time it or not. John Wuime was al1•.• lien most mett would have most broke. He haul to start all
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up for his part in his dad's picture, "Rio
Lobo" is John Wayne's youngest son, John Ethan
Wayne, age S. Picture is a Western-what else?
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By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — There's another Wayne goin" - that1
folks. He's Duke's youngest
son, John Ethan, 8, playing a
cowboy--what else?—in dad's
latest flicker, -Rio Lobo."
John Ethan is not the first of
Wayne's children to act: Patrick. a handsome hunk of
Wayne, has bean doing it for
years---and will, one Of these
days be a star, we're convinced.
Aissa, at 14, did a dance with
Chill Wills in -The Alamo" to
launch her career---if she ever
wants it.
The other Wayne child -en are
Michael, who manages papa's
Batjac Corp., daughters Toni,
Melissa, and Marisa. And there
are 18...grandchildren. Wayne had a happy family albunt to
look at on his - 64th birthday.
last May 26.
• • •
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Oscar.
tlitor'-'• he - says,'lot
40 years I was always concentrating on that box office. I
never really gave much thought
to the Oscar till I got one."
• •
JOHN was truly moved by the
thousands of wires, phone culls
:And letter., of congratulations he
received from the public. He, of
c.iurse, received them from his
fellow workers. And then there
were also phone calls from
President Nixon, as well as
former., President Johnevelti.
By- the way, that Oscarhasn't
affected his acting st le in
case you were worried, -I just
ask the director which hat he
wants me to wear and which
door I come In "
On the "Rio Lobo" set, young
John F:than, hands poised above
his holsters, confronted Ihike
with, -Draw, Dad"
However, between scenes, the
hero had been relieved of his
guns, as is practice. by the
property man Said Duke to his
son, "They took niy glins away
from me''
They 1)11.r." the boy gaspeui.
"Ilow'd they do that
-Well, you know son.- Wayne
smiled, you can't win them all "
But it looks like W.iyne ha•
indeed won em
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TV CAMEOS: Ray Steiens

Multi-Faceted Ray Likes Composing Best
By MIL HEIMER
RAY STEVENS, the easy-going, soft-spoken gentleman from
Nashville who %Ay be thiNauniflier's hit with—his Ant!ly WUhams Presents the Ray Stevens
Show? ??" program, is a singer,
composer, comedian, impressionist and Lord knows- what else—
but like anyone who started out
in music, melody is his bag.
"If anybody ever remembers
me in the long run," Ray says,
"I'd like them to remember me
for some music I've written."
It's possible, maybe even
probable.. Already Stevens has
had six No. I hits, including his
"Everything's Beautiful," which
just may end up as a standard,
he's written more than 600 published songs, he's doing the book
and score for a musical play,
"Jolusny Appleseed," and his
records are selling hugely in
Canada, Australia and England.
Old European hands will be
Impressed that his songs are almost a regular thing on Radio
Luxembourg, the continent's
biggegt music radio station.
•
• • •
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Stevens says, "although I've acting, "But the time isn't now, of Soviet visitors
RAY FOUND a lot of musical also been a fan of Burt Bach- as the Bible might say," he
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Little Finland helps
HELSINKI ((PI)
the
Finnish Foreign Development
Aid Association has asked the
government to increase the
country's foreign aid to '2tN3
million marks (EC"
by 1975 from the present 10
million (f9.8 million). If the

by a bolt of lightning that struck a tree on
INSTANT BARBECUE Eleven cattle were killed
electrical storm.
the A. E. Kurkherman farm near Troy, Ohio, during a severe

governmelit consents, it %mild,

in 1975, appropriate 11.5 prr
cent of the gross national income for foreign aid.
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'69 Mach I
'69 Cougar
d,
Convertible. Full power, 10,000
miles.

sh
-11

lir

4
power

_

-- Vie-Cougar
426 Cu in
miles.

350 engine, air conditione
steering. Like new!

Vera Silvia
ILL - TREATED Araulo Magalhaes, who
claims she is crippled as a
result of torture in a Brazilian prison, is pushed in a
wheel chair in Algiers. She
and 39 other political prik
oners were flown from Rio
de Janeiro in exchange for
the safe return of kidnaped
West German Ambassador
to Brazil Ehrenfried von
Holleben. 'She says her husband was executed in prison.

'

'67 Cougar
4 speed. 2.900 actual

2-Door Hardtop. Power and air.
,

4

'66 Olds

'67 Mercury 4-Door.

Luxury Sedan. Full power & air,

Air and power. We have two to
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'68 VW. Air conditioned.
'63 VW. Priced right!

'68 Toyota 4-Door
Like new!

.

,
'68 English Ford Cortina

'67 Toyota

Stirsiard shift

Low mileage.

'67 English Ford Coktina

'63 Olds Cutlass

'63 Chevrolet

'59 Rambler
Only _

Automatic transmission. ___ WM

V 8, 4-Door.

$950
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1
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Coupe. V8

• $550

1
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